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Abstract

Biodiversity simulations are used in ecology and conservation to predict the effect of habitat de-
struction on biodiversity. We present a novel communication-free algorithm for individual-based
probabilistic neutral biodiversity simulations. The algorithm transforms a neutral Moran ecosys-
tem model into an embarrassingly parallel problem by trading off inter-process communication at
the cost of some redundant computation.

Specifically, by careful design of the random number generator that drives the simulation, we ar-
range for evolutionary parent-child interactions to be modelled without requiring knowledge of
the interaction, its participants, or which processor is performing the computation. Critically,
this means that every individual can be simulated entirely independently. The simulation is
thus fully reproducible irrespective of the number of processors it is distributed over. With our
novel algorithm, a simulation can be (1) split up into independent batch jobs and (2) simulated
across any number of heterogeneous machines – all without affecting the simulation result.

We use the Rust programming language to build the extensible and statically checked simulation
package necsim-rust. We evaluate our parallelisation approach by comparing three traditional
simulation algorithms against a CPU and GPU implementation of our Independent algorithm.
These experiments show that as long as some local state is maintained to cull redundant indi-
viduals, our Independent algorithm is as efficient as existing sequential solutions. The GPU imple-
mentation further outperforms all algorithms on the CPU by a factor ranging from ∼ 2 to ∼ 80,
depending on the model parameterisation and the analysis that is performed. Amongst the parallel
algorithms we have investigated, our Independent algorithm provides the only non-approximate
parallelisation strategy that can scale to large simulation domains. For example, while Thompson’s
2019 necsim simulation takes more than 48 hours to simulate 108 individuals, we have been able
to simulate 7.1 · 1010 individuals on an HPC batch system within a few hours.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Probabilistic individual-based models (IBMs) are an integral part of scientific research, with ap-
plications in many areas such as transportation, particle physics, population genetics, and ecology.
This project focuses on the modelling of ecosystem biodiversity, where the objective is to predict
the species richness of a landscape. Ecologists use these predictions, for example, to evaluate the
effects of habitat destruction (see, e.g. [1]) or different area-based habitat protection schemes.

The usual modelling approach is to simulate the ecosystem forwards in time, starting from
some initial state. However, this approach can be highly inefficient when we are only interested in
studying a small part of the system. For example, suppose the objective is to study the evolution
of species in a nature reserve, then, depending on the nature of the model. In that case, we may
only need to simulate the ancestors of the individuals who inhabit the reserve today. In order to
determine this set of ancestors, we first require some mechanism to simulate backwards in time.

An important class of ecosystem models that facilitate time-reversed simulations are the so-
called neutral models [2]. They make the simplifying assumptions that there are no species-specific
traits and that there is no feedback from individuals to the environment. Consequently, an indi-
vidual’s behaviour is neither influenced by its species identity nor any individuals that are not its
ancestors. In 2008, Rosindell, Wong and Etienne used neutral models to trace the ancestry of a set
of individuals backwards in time to discover their species identities [3]. More recently, Thompson
developed a simulation framework, necsim, to manage and run these reverse-time models [4].

The primary goal of this project is the parallelisation of reverse-time neutral simulations. When
these simulations grow too large to fit onto a single computer, they need to be split up and run
in parallel over multiple machines. The traditional approach to parallelising IBMs is to maintain
a globally consistent model state [5–9]. However, this requires processors to communicate and
synchronise, thereby limiting the scaling of parallel simulations as communication costs grow.

The key idea of this project is to model each individual independently instead. We can then
perform all interactions between individuals without any inter-partition / inter-processor commu-
nication, though at the expense of some redundant computation. In this thesis, our key research
question is whether the saved communication costs outweigh the additional costs of redundant
computation. We explore this question in several hybrid algorithm variants.

For our proposed algorithm to work, the simulated trajectory of every individual must be reprodu-
cible regardless of which processor performs the simulation. We achieve this by developing both a
novel random number generation scheme and next-event-time sampling method. In combination,
they make the random trajectories dependent only on an individual’s time and location. Ensuring
that any such generator is statistically robust is a key challenge.

Our algorithm builds on Salmon et al.’s counter-based pseudo-random number generators
(CBRNGs) [10], and subsequent work by Hill and Jun et al. on making probabilistic simula-
tions reproducible [11, 12]. It also incorporates Phillips, Anderson and Glotzer’s approach to limit
communication between individuals who are known to interact [13]. However, we go one step
further and ensure that our algorithm requires no knowledge about an interaction at all.

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

The main contributions of this Master’s Thesis are:

1. necsim-rust, a type-safe modular neutral simulation software framework that is written
in Rust. Using Rust’s trait system [14], we have designed a simulation component system
that is statically checked for component compatibility (6.1). We have also extended Rust’s
borrowing rules to improve the safety of sharing data between the CPU and GPU (7.4). Both
the component system and safer GPU interaction have applications beyond this project.

2. We provide various sequential implementations of existing algorithms for neutral simula-
tions. Most notably, we design a non-approximate event-skipping Gillespie algorithm that
excels in sparsely sampled models (5.1). We also implement different existing parallelisation
strategies for these algorithms using the Message Passing Interface (7.3.1).

3. An implementation of the new Independent algorithm and its associated random number
generator. In particular, we implement the algorithm on the CPU (7.1), the GPU (7.4), and
parallelise the CPU version using MPI (7.3.2). Furthermore, we demonstrate that the neutral
simulation can now be partitioned into independent batch system jobs.

4. A detailed evaluation of the correctness (8.2) and performance of all algorithms (8.5) and
parallelisation strategies (8.5.2). The analysis shows that the new event-skipping Gillespie
algorithm outperforms existing solutions on the CPU on sparse models with a small area.
More importantly, the new Independent algorithm is faster than existing solutions and even
outperforms the event-skipping Gillespie variant on dense models. When partitioned over
multiple CPUs communicating via MPI, the Independent algorithm is the only viable non-
approximate parallelisation strategy. In simulations with many individuals and species cre-
ation rates above 10−7, the GPU implementation of the Independent algorithm performs
even better. Depending on the model parameterisation and analysis performed, it further
outperforms all CPU variants by a factor ranging from ∼ 2 to ∼ 80 (8.3.2, 8.5.1).

We have also significantly increased the scope of ecosystem models that can be simulated. The
starting point for this project was the single-threaded sequential necsim library. While necsim takes
16 hours to simulate 107 individuals with a a per-generation speciation probability of ν = 10−6, our
Independent algorithm only takes a few hours to simulate 7.1 · 1010 individuals on an HPC batch
system (8.6). In the worst case, simulation times scale inversely linear with ν. Even still, we have
been able to simulate 108 individuals with ν = 10−12 within 27 hours using our event-skipping
Gillespie algorithm (8.6).

This thesis is divided into three main parts, including an ethical discussion in Appendix A:

First, there is an extensive background section. Chapter 2 covers the Neutral Theory of Bio-
diversity (2.2) and the necessary foundations for the novel algorithm including Poisson processes
(2.5), random number generation (2.6) and the Gillespie Algorithm (2.7). Chapter 3 explores the
technical frameworks this project uses to implement and parallelise the simulation, in particular
MPI (3.2.4) and CUDA (3.2.3). Readers who are already familiar with the Rust programming
language and its type system can skip section 3.1. Finally, chapter 4 introduces prior work related
to this project, including the necsim library (4.1) and CBRNGs (4.3.2) which this thesis builds on.

The core contribution of this thesis, the novel Independent algorithm, is presented in chapter 5.
Next, chapter 6 shows how we have used the Rust programming language to design an extensible
and safe simulation architecture. Readers who are less interested in Rust should still read sec-
tion 6.1, which introduces the core components of the biodiversity simulation. Finally, chapter 7
shows in detail how the Independent algorithm is implemented on the CPU (7.1) and GPU (7.4).
It also describes how we have parallelised all algorithms (7.3) using MPI (7.2).

In chapter 8, we evaluate all algorithms and parallelisation strategies that we have implemen-
ted. In particular, section 8.5.2 explores the scaling of all algorithms for increasing parallelism.
Finally, chapter 9 concludes this thesis and highlights some opportunities for future work.

Overall, we hope that our simulation’s improved performance and ability to simulate much larger
models will support ecologists to predict global biodiversity loss more efficiently and help guide
area-based conservation measures to protect the biodiversity on planet Earth.

8 8



Chapter 2

Review of Scientific Background

2.1 Biodiversity Loss and Conservation

Planet Earth is currently in a biodiversity crisis. The rate at which species are disappearing has
risen dramatically in the 200 years since the Industrial Revolution. Over the past century, in par-
ticular, this rate of disappearance has been more than 100 times higher than the historical average
[15]. Habitat loss and fragmentation are the leading causes for this drastic decline in biodiversity
[16]. To fight this decline, area-based conservation initiatives have increasingly been used as a “key
policy and practical solution to biodiversity loss” [16, p. 32]. In 2010, 20 targets to conserve biod-
iversity were passed by the 196 Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity. Target 11 of these
Aichi Biodiversity Targets was explicitly focused on protecting “at least 17 per cent of terrestrial
and inland water, and 10 per cent of coastal and marine areas” [17]. However, several countries,
including the United Kingdom, have failed to reach this target by the 2020 deadline [18, 19]. In-
stead of being created in the “places important for halting biodiversity loss” [16, p. 37], protected
areas have often been cheaply established in areas with low economic appeal [20]. While simula-
tions of biodiversity models will not alone solve the dire threat of species extinction and climate
crisis [21], they are valuable tools to predict how changes to the landscape will affect biodiversity.
These predictions can then inform conservationists’ and policymakers’ decision-making.

2.2 The Neutral Theory of Biodiversity

The Neutral Theory of Biodiversity was popularised in 2001 by Stephen P. Hubbell [2]. It makes
several simplifying assumptions to present a unified model of biodiversity:

1. Neutral assumption: There are no species-specific traits, which means that individuals can-
not exhibit any species-dependent behaviour that would affect their chance of survival1 [2,
p. 14]. In nature, species specific-traits can clearly influence survival. However, the Neut-
ral Theory has already successfully been used to predict static biodiversity patterns such as
species-area curves (2.4) and endemic species on islands [22]. Thompson, Chisholm and
Rosindell have further employed neutral models to make analytical predictions about the
long term extinction debt caused by habitat loss [1]. Overall, neutral models are advant-
ageous when decisions about conservation policy have to be made without knowing about
species-specific traits [22].

2. Zero-Sum: When an individual dies, it is immediately replaced by another individual’s off-
spring. This direct coupling of birth-death events means that the number of individuals
remains constant as long as the simulation parameters do not change [2, p. 14].

3. Asexual Reproduction: The creation of new offspring requires only one parent individual.

This neutral model can best be described as a simple algorithm:
1The survival of species can still depend on environmental factors like the quality of their habitat, though.

9
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1 def simulate_biodiversity(landscape, nu):
2 # Initial population of individuals and their given species identities
3 population = landscape.generate_initial_population()
4

5 while not population.has_reached_steady_state():
6 individual = population.pop_random()
7

8 if sample_random_event(nu):
9 # Speciate with probability nu

10 population.push(new Individual(new Species())
11 else:
12 # Individual dies with probability 1-nu and is replaced by a new
13 # offspring of another individual (the model is zero-sum)
14 population.push(new Individual(
15 population.peek_random().species
16 ))
17

18 species_richness = len(set(i.species for i in population))
19

20 return species_richness

The algorithm starts from some initial population. At every step, an individual dies and is replaced
by another individual’s offspring. With probability ν, this offspring mutates and creates a new
unique species. After the simulation has reached equilibrium, the landscape’s biodiversity can be
measured as its species richness, i.e. the number of unique species.

In the above algorithm, individuals can die at any point in time, which is indicative of a Moran
Model2 in population genetics [23]. However, one could also assume that different generations do
not overlap. In such a Wright-Fisher Model, the offspring replace the entire population at fixed in-
tervals [24]. For instance, while humans reproduce throughout the year, annual plants such as peas
have exactly one generation within each growing season. Building on Moran’s work [23, p. 63],
Yahav, Danino and Shnerb have shown that the Wright-Fisher model results in approximately twice
the species richness as the Moran model [25, p. 1].

2.3 A Neutral Coalescence-based Simulation

As we have seen above, the fundamental algorithm of the neutral model of biodiversity can be
trivially implemented in a probabilistic IBM. However, this algorithm has two inefficiencies:

Firstly, it often has to simulate extraneous individuals. Say we want to determine the biod-
iversity of a small patch of forest, i.e. we are interested in the species identities of the individuals
that live in this sample patch at equilibrium. However, we do not know where the ancestors of
those individuals lived at the start of the simulation. If we only simulate individuals living in this
small patch, we cannot account for immigration from outside. Instead, we have to simulate a much
larger piece of the landscape to ensure that we capture all ancestors. Overall, we have to waste
computation on individuals whose lineages either die out or end up outside the forest patch.

The second problem is that the above algorithm assumes a steady-state can be reached3 and
only terminates once it has done so. However, there is no metric to detect equilibrium immediately.
Instead, a conservative heuristic has to monitor the simulation state and guess when it has become
stable. Therefore, the simulation still has to run throughout this conservative monitoring period
even after a steady-state has been reached, wasting computation.

Rosindell, Wong and Etienne presented a solution for both of these problems in 2008 [3]. Instead
of running the simulation forwards in time, we now perform it in reverse from the present back to
the past. How does this approach work and produce statistically equivalent results?

2Moran Models also assume that generation lengths are distributed according to an exponential distribution [23, p. 62].
3As “ecological interactions and random dispersal” [26] can cause chaotic behaviour, however, this termination condition

might not be reached in all models.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a neutral coalescence simulation with nearest-neighbour dispersal
(adapted from [4, p. 31]). It shows the event traces of the individuals in a one-dimensional
landscape. While a forwards simulation has to track all lineages and produce all events, the

reverse-time coalescence simulation only needs to model the lineages of the sampled individuals.
Specifically, the coalescence simulation does not compute the events and traces with dotted lines.

The Neutral Theory of Biodiversity assumes that there are no species-specific traits, i.e. individu-
als cannot display any species-dependent behaviour. Therefore, no knowledge about the species
identity of an individual is required to simulate its behaviour. In fact, the behaviour of individuals
only consists of dispersing or speciating at every birth-death event. Both of these actions must be
exchangeable, i.e. reversing them and the order of all events must not change the joint probability
distribution over the simulation results.

In the forwards simulation, an individual speciates with probability ν to create a new species
identity which then passes on to its offspring. The speciation process can also be looked at in
reverse. When an individual speciates, it must create a unique species that all of its offspring
(which have not mutated since) are a part of. Therefore, speciation represents the base case of
the reverse-time algorithm. Since the ancestor individual is assigned a new and unique species
identity, this individual does not need to be simulated any further.

With probability 1 − ν, another individual gives birth to their offspring that disperses (jumps
away) and replaces our individual. To reverse this action, the dispersal kernel must be inverted,
such that it now describes the probability of nearby individuals being the parent of our child
individual. After reverse dispersal, there are two different cases in the reverse-time simulation:

1. An individual can disperse to an already occupied location, causing coalescence. In Fig-
ure 2.1, this case is represented by rhombi. By the semantics of our reverse-time simulation,
this coalescence means that the child just collided with its parent and must share the same
species. Therefore, we only need to continue simulating the parent individual.

2. In the second case, the location is unoccupied, meaning that the simulation is not currently
tracking the parent individual. In Figure 2.1, this case is represented by circles. Why does this
happen? The simulation only tracks individuals who it already knows to have descendants
in the sample area. For instance, this child might be the youngest of its siblings who are also
related to the sampled individuals. However, now that a direct lineage to the sample area has
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been found, the simulation needs to start tracking the parent individual. This is achieved by
simulating the child individual in place of its parent, i.e. renaming the child to be its parent.
Therefore, the child-now-parent individual continues to be simulated in this second case.

This reverse-time process is repeated until all individuals have either speciated or coalesced. The
speciation events that were observed represent the past ancestors who originated the entire present
species diversity. The computed coalescence tree can be traversed to determine the species iden-
tity of all original individuals. The species richness of the simulated landscape, and by proxy its
biodiversity, is equal to the number of observed speciation events.

This coalescence based approach has several advantages:

1. It continuously prunes the simulation space by only simulating the individuals who are re-
lated to the present time population and have, therefore, contributed to its biodiversity.

2. The coalescence of lineages in common ancestors ensures that no extraneous simulation work
is performed while exploring the search space.

3. The reverse-time coalescence algorithm has a clearly defined stopping criterion. Unlike in
the forwards simulation, the simulation does not have to simulate until a steady-state has
been found. Instead, it goes backwards in time until the species identities of all individuals
have been determined, i.e. all individuals have either coalesced or speciated.

2.4 Three Neutral scenarios

The Neutral Theory of Biodiversity can be used to describe many different model scenarios [27].
This section briefly introduces three such scenarios. These three scenarios and their analytical solu-
tions, which are summarised in Appendix B, are crucial to verify the implementation correctness
of the necsim-rust simulation library in section 8.2.

2.4.1 Non-Spatial

The non-spatial scenario describes a closed community of J individuals, such as an island. Dis-
persal inside this community is homogeneous, i.e. dispersal from any location is equally likely
to all possible locations. In this and most other neutral models, speciation is modelled as an
instantaneous point process, meaning every speciation event creates a new and unique species.
Consequently, the present state might contain some very young species, which only include a
small number of individuals. Appendix B.1.1 explains how this limitation has been addressed by
Rosindell et al. [28].

2.4.2 Spatially Implicit

Hubbell’s spatially implicit scenario expands the model by adding migration [2]. We now have
a small local community that is closed by a larger external metacommunity. The primary source
of biodiversity in the local community is migration from the metacommunity. As this migration is
assumed to dominate speciation, this model ignores speciation in the local community [27].

Instead, the migration probability function m(A) is introduced, where A is the ‘area’ of the local
community. It describes the per capita probability of migration from the metacommunity to the
local community. In the reverse-time simulation, m(A) can be interpreted as a per individual, per
generation probability that the individual’s parent lived in the metacommunity instead of the local
community. There are two biologically easily justifiable ways to define m(A) [29]. It can either
be set to some constant m(A) = mk such that M ∝ A, i.e. the total number of immigrants per
generation scales linearly with A. The other option is to set m(A) = mk/

√
A such that M ∝

√
A,

i.e. the number of immigrants is proportional to the perimeter of A. It is important to note that
dispersal in the local community remains homogeneous.
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The larger metacommunity follows non-spatial dynamics and can be specified using Jmeta and
νmeta. We assume that in comparison to the local community, the metacommunity is static and
effectively of infinite size4. As the local and metacommunity are separate but connected through
migration, the model has a spatial aspect. Therefore, this scenario is called spatially implicit.

2.4.3 Spatially Explicit

The neutral model can also describe landscapes in which an individual’s location does matter, i.e.
which are spatially explicit. This scenario requires an explicit description of the habitat distribution
and the dispersal kernel across the landscape. In the first two scenarios, the analytical formulas
calculate the species richness on a finite island, though the spatially implicit model has also been
extensively applied to contiguous landscapes [2]. In the spatially explicit case, a large, potentially
infinite landscape is modelled instead. Therefore, we introduce a smaller survey subarea A. Only
the present-time species identities of individuals in this sample area count towards the biodiversity.

2.5 Homogeneous Poisson Point Processes

Point processes are random elements that spread points across a space. In this section, the proper-
ties of homogeneous Poisson point processes are summarised, focusing only on R+

0 , i.e. [0;∞).

2.5.1 Properties of Homogeneous Poisson Point Processes

We start with some point process η on R+
0 , η(R+

0 ), which produces points T1, ..., Tn where n ∈ N.
Without loss of generality, we enumerate Ti in sorted order such that Ti ≤ Ti+1. We also set
T0 = 0. η(R+

0 ) is a homogeneous Poisson point process iff the distances between adjacent points,
i.e. X = Ti+1 − Ti, are independent and exponentially distributed with a constant rate parameter
λ, i.e. X ∼ Exp(λ) [30, p. 59]. From this definition, one can derive three important further
properties of η(R+

0 ):

1. Poisson distributed point counts: Let us rename R+
0 = B. For every subset Bi ⊆ B, η(Bi)

is still a homogeneous Poisson point process. Furthermore, the distribution of the number of
points in Bi, Ni, is Poisson, i.e. Ni ∼ Poi(λ· | Bi |), where | Bi | describes the length of the
subinterval Bi [30, p. 19][31, p. 41].

2. Independent Scattering: If B is partitioned into disjoint subintervals B1, ..., Bm (with m ∈
N) such that B =

⊎m
i=1Bi, then all η(Bi) are independent, i.e. all Ni are independent [30,

p. 19][31, p. 41]. As η(B) satisfies this property, it is called completely independent [30,
p. 19], or purely/completely random [31, p. 41]. Note that because η(Bi) are independent
Poisson point processes, this property can be applied recursively on the subintervals of Bi.

3. Uniform Point Distribution: The points of the homogeneous Poisson point process η(B) are
uniformly distributed across B. Specifically, if we condition η(B) on an exact number N of
points, the conditioned η(B) is equivalent to a binomial point process on B [31, p. 43]. A
binomial point process φ(B,N) is defined as a point process of N independent points which
are uniformly distributed across B [31, pp. 36-37]. This property can be used to sample the
spatial distribution of point from η(B). First, Poi(λ· | B |) can be sampled to obtain N , the
number of points in B. Then, N points can be uniformly distributed across B [31, pp. 38-39,
p. 53].

2.5.2 Properties of the Exponential and Poisson distribution

The prior section has shown that the (negative) exponential distribution Exp(λ) is a continuous
distribution that, by definition, describes the inter-event times between events coming from a

4In personal discussions, Ryan Chisholm has suggested that an infinite static metacommunity might be equivalent to a
finite dynamic metacommunity. We briefly test this hypothesis in section 8.2.3.
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homogeneous Poisson point process over an interval [a, b) [30, p. 25]. Furthermore, the number of
events is distributed discretely according to the Poisson distribution Poi(λ· | b−a |) [30, p. 19][31,
p. 41]. This section goes into more detail about the properties of these probability distributions.

For λ > 0 and x ≥ 0, the exponential distribution’s pdf (probability density function) and cdf
(cumulative distribution function), i.e. P (X ≤ x), are [32, pp. 21-22]:

f(x) = λ · e−λ·x F (x) = 1− e−λ·x (2.1)

For k ∈ N0, the Poisson distribution’s pmf (probability mass function) and cdf are [32, p. 143]:

f(k) =
λk · e−λ

k!
F (k) = e−λ ·

k∑
i=0

λi

i!
(2.2)

It can also be shown thatX ∼ Exp(λ) has the mean E[X] = 1
λ [32, p. 21], while Y ∼ Poi(λ) has the

mean E[Y ] = λ [32, p. 144]. The following useful properties can be derived for the distributions:

1. Exponential Memorylessness: The time left to wait for the next event is unaffected by
how long we have already waited for the event: Pr(X > t + s | X > t) = Pr(X > s) for
X ∼ Exp(λ) [32, p. 24].

2. Exponential Minimum: The time until the first of many independent event streams is
exponentially distributed with the sum of all event rates: min{X1, ..., Xn} ∼ Exp (

∑n
i=1 λi)

where Xi ∼ Exp(λi) and all Xi are independent. The probability that the first event came
from stream i is λi∑n

i=1 λi
[33, pp. 181-182].

3. Poisson superposition: Similarly, the total number of events coming from multiple inde-
pendent Poisson processes is Poisson distributed with the sum of all event rates:

∑n
i=1 Poi(λi)

= Poi(
∑n
i=1 λi) [34, pp. 57-58].

4. Geometric distribution: The floor of an exponential distribution is geometrically distrib-
uted: bExp(λ)c = Geo(1− e−λ) [35, p. 37][36] where Geo(p) has the pmf f(k) = (1− p)kp
and cdf F (k) = 1 − (1 − p)k+1 for k ∈ N0, as well as the mean E[Z] = 1−p

p for Z ∼ Geo(p)
[32, p. 128].

2.6 Random Number Generation

Random numbers are required to simulate probabilistic models. However, the sampling of true
physical randomness is costly [37, p. 303]. This section goes over several different methods to
artificially generate numbers that appear random. Please refer to Appendix C on how to use these
random numbers to sample different probability distributions.

2.6.1 Hash functions and the Avalanche Effect

Hash functions deterministically map values from a potentially infinite domain to a finite image
[38, 39]. They are often used in Computer Science to calculate a fixed-size fingerprint of some
value. These fingerprints can then be compared for non-equivalence: if the hashes of two values
a, b differ, the values cannot be the same. If the hashes match, then either a = b or the hash
function has a collision. Ideally, hash functions minimise the probability of collisions, h(a) = h(b)
for a 6= b, to occur. The collision probability should be minimal independent of the distribution of
the input values [38, 39].

The goal to minimise collisions can best be achieved when the hash function maps input values
uniformly to its output domain, i.e. when the output values appear random. Informally, any small
change in the input value a should have a large and seemingly random effect on the hash h(a).
This property is called the avalanche effect and can be formally described using two criteria:

1. Strict avalanche criterion: If an input bit is flipped, each output bit should change with a
probability of 50% [40, p. 524].
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2. Bit independence criterion: The changes in the output bits should be pairwise independent
[40, p. 526].

Therefore, the uniformity of a hash function can be evaluated by testing that any change in an input
bit changes H

2 outputs bits on average where the hash value is H bits long [41]. The correlation of
any two random variables describing the change of output bits A and B should be 0 [40, p. 527].

2.6.2 Pseudo-Random Number Generation

Pseudo-random number generators, PRNGs, are deterministic functions that produce a sequence
of seemingly random numbers. In general, PRNGs consist of two parts: a state transition function
f : sk → sk+1 and an output function g : sk → Xk. Good PRNGs have at least the following four
important qualities [42]:

1. Uniformity: The samples that a PRNG generates are uniformly spread out over its output
space. While non-uniform PRNGs exist as well, Appendix C shows how uniform PRNGs can
easily be used to sample other distributions.

2. Independence: RNGs are often used in cryptographic applications, in which the next ran-
dom numbers must not be easily predictable from prior ones. If independence is not required,
quasi-random number generators based on low-discrepancy sequences [43] can be used in-
stead, which often offer superior uniformity in comparison to PRNGs [44].

3. Large Period: Every pseudo-random sequence is cyclic and will at some point repeat itself.
The length of this cycle is called the period of the PRNG. Ideally, a PRNG with an internal
state of b bits should have a period of 2b.

4. Reproducibility: PRNGs are seeded with their initial starting value X0. If this seed is known,
the following sequence of pseudo-random numbers can be regenerated deterministically.

Several randomness tests suites including TestU01 [45], PractRand [46], Dieharder [47] and Ent
[48] have been developed. They try to disprove the null hypothesis that a generated sequence is
statistically indistinguishable from a truly random sequence. For a more comprehensive introduc-
tion to PRNGs and their history, the reader is referred to [42] and [49], respectively.

2.7 The Gillespie Algorithm

The Gillespie algorithm was first introduced in 1976 to accurately simulate stochastic systems of
reacting chemical agents [50]. During each execution, one realisation of the probabilistic system
is computed. The mean of multiple independent executions converges to the exact result of the
modelled problem, making the Gillespie algorithm a variant of the Monte Carlo Method [51, 52].

The algorithm works with a set of molecules that react with each other probabilistically. Unlike
in Wright-Fisher models, the Gillespie algorithm samples the next reaction that will occur, modifies
the state X accordingly, and then repeats until the system has reached a steady-state. Formally,
the algorithm is based on sampling the distribution of P (τ, j | x, t)dτ [53, p. 39]. This formula
describes the probability that “given X(t) = x, that the next reaction in the system will occur in the
infinitesimal time interval [t+ τ, t+ τ + dτ), and [that it] will be an Rj reaction” [53, p. 39].

The reactions are modelled as Poisson processes, i.e. the inter-reaction times are exponentially
distributed. Each of the M reaction processes is characterised by its per-capita event rate λ. The
joint probability function for drawing the next event and its time is [53, p. 39]:

P (τ, j | x, t) = aj(x) · e−a0(x)τ where a0(x) =

M∑
i=1

ai(x) (2.3)

As all events come from Poisson processes, Equation (2.3) implies that τ ∼ Exp(a0(x)), and that j is
distributed according to P (j) =

aj(x)
a0(x)

(see 2.5.2). Since the introduction of the Gillespie Algorithm,
several methods have been proposed to efficiently perform the algorithm.
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2.7.1 The “Direct” Method

In the “Direct” Method, the distributions of τ and j are sampled directly. The samples determine
the time until the next event and which type of event it is [50, pp. 417-419]. This method uses
two uniform random numbers and has O(M) complexity per step.

The primary performance limitation of the “Direct” Method is the linear complexity to sample
j on every step. To sample j, we need to iterate over the list of M reactions to find the smallest
j such that

∑j
i=1 ai(x) ≥ U(a0(x)). One optimisation that has been proposed is to sort this list in

decreasing order of their ai(x), thereby reducing the average depth of the linear search required
to find j [54, 55].

To avoid sorting the list after every step, an incremental bubble sort can be used instead.
Specifically, when a reaction fires, it is bubbled up to the next lower spot in the list. Therefore, the
list becomes sorted eventually and can adapt to changing event rates at an O(1) cost [55].

However, the Sorting “Direct” Method also has a fundamental accuracy problem. By accumulat-
ing ai(x) in decreasing order, rounding errors are more likely to exclude the events with the lowest
ai(x) from being sampled at all [53, p. 44]. Instead, the processes should be sorted in increasing
order to minimise this error. Gillespie later proposed to split the reaction processes into a lower
and an upper family, which are sampled separately, as an alternative solution [53, p. 44].

2.7.2 The “First-reaction” and “Next-reaction” Methods

The “First-reaction” Method [50, pp. 419-421] uses the fact that all events from the reaction Pois-
son processes are independent. Therefore, the next time for each of them is τi ∼ Exp(ai(x)) and
can be sampled independently as τi = − log(U(0,1))

ai(x)
. Then, τj = min(τi), i.e. j is the i of the min-

imum τi. With τj and j, the event is now applied, all τi are discarded, and the method is repeated
for the next step. This method uses M random numbers per step to sample all τi for all of the M
reaction processes.

The discarding of all unused τi at every step is very inefficient, of course. The “Next-reaction”
Method [56] instead only discards and recalculates those inter-event times τi whose reaction Ri
was affected by the application of the previous event. In practice, all next-event times ti are kept
in a priority queue sorted in increasing order of ti. At the beginning of each step, the smallest ti is
popped off the queue as tj , and its corresponding event is applied. Then aj(x) is recalculated and
ti ∼ tj + Exp(aj(x)) is reinserted into the queue. If any other reactions Rk were affected by the
event, their tk ∼ tj + Exp(ak(x)) are also recalculated and reordered in the priority queue. In the
best case, this method only uses one random number per step. If a binary heap is used to implement
the priority queue, each step’s complexity is O(log(M)). Slepoy, Thompson and Plimpton have
presented an improved algorithm that uses an adaptive version of Walker’s alias method [57].
Their method reduces the per-step complexity to O(log2( max(ai)

min(ai)
)), which is independent of the

number of reactions M and, therefore, usually constant.

2.7.3 Tau Leaping

The performance of the Gillespie algorithm is fundamentally bounded by having to simulate every
event. τ -leaping [58] instead leaps forward in predetermined jumps of length τ , during which
multiple events can occur. The number of events which occur for each reaction type during τ
are Poisson distributed according to Poi(ai(x) · τ). This approach can be significantly faster if the
results of many events can be applied to the system at once. For instance, the change of M reactant
quantities from N reactions can be updated in O(M) < O(N).

However, τ -leaping can only approximate the exact results from the Gillespie algorithm. More-
over, it assumes that all events occurring within τ are independent, which is not necessarily the
case. Therefore, τ must be chosen carefully to minimise the effect of missing interference whilst
also generating enough events that sampling the Poisson distribution for every reaction process
is beneficial [53, p. 46]. Furthermore, extra care must be taken to ensure that no invalid system
states are generated, for instance, using a reactant more often in τ than it was available in x.
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Chapter 3

Review of Technical Background

3.1 The Rust Programming Language

The Rust Programming Language was created in 2006 by Graydon Hoare [59]. He designed Rust
to become a high-level system language, which should provide safety and performance. Hoare first
announced Rust at the 2010 Mozilla Annual Summit, after which development of the language in-
creased [60]. The first full stable version, Rust 1.0, was released in 2015 and became known as the
2015 edition [61]. In 2018, the second edition of Rust, Rust 2018, was released alongside version
1.31 [62]. As of May 2021, Rust 1.52 has been released [63], and there have been discussions to
create a third, Rust 2021, edition [64]. Even though the Rust Programming Language is still very
young, it has been rated as the most loved programming language in each annual StackOverflow
Developer Survey since 2016 [65]. To learn more about Rust, the reader is referred to [66] for an
introduction to Rust from a C++ programmer’s perspective.

3.1.1 The Rust Type System

Rust is a statically typed language in which the type system is enforced at compile time. The type
system is split up into primitive (e.g. bool, i32) and custom (e.g. struct and enum) types. Please
refer to Appendix D and Appendix E for a short introduction into the syntax of Rust’s basic type
system, and memory safety in Rust, respectively.

Composition and the Trait System

Languages such as C++ and Java use inheritance to enable reusing behaviour between classes.
Rust has neither classes nor inheritance and only allows the composition of types in structs.
Instead, Rust uses a Trait system first proposed Schärli et al. to define the reuse of functionality
[14]. Traits are stateless interface specifications that define which methods a type must provide.
Traits can also be composed together to specify a dependency graph:

1 // A simple trait specifying the `waddle` method.
2 trait Waddle {
3 fn waddle(&mut self, destination: Location);
4 }
5

6 // A simple trait specifying the `quack` method.
7 trait Quack {
8 fn quack(&mut self) -> String;
9 }

10

11 // A composed `Duck` trait which requires both `Waddle` and `Quack`.
12 trait Duck: Waddle + Quack {}
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Generic Rust Types

Rust also allows compound types, traits and functions to be parameterised by one or more type
parameters. For instance, instead of having null values, Rust provides the generic Option<T> type:

1 enum Option<T> {
2 Some(T),
3 None
4 }

Option<T> can then be specialised for any Rust type. The combination of generic types and traits
result in the expressiveness of the Rust type system. Traits can bound the type parameters to
require that the substituted type provides the requested functionality. It is also important to note
that, like C++ templates, Rust traits are specialised at compile time into unique, substitution-
specific, monomorphised implementations.

3.1.2 Verification

Rust was designed to be a safe language and provide an expressive type system that can statically
encode many guarantees to be checked at compile time. There have been several approaches to
expand both the verification of and using the Rust language:

• Evans et al. performed an analysis of popular Rust crates (libraries) and surveyed developers
to study the use of unsafe code. They found that while only less than 30% of libraries use
unsafe code directly, many rely on it through dependencies [67].

• RustBelt is a formal safety proof of Rust’s borrowing and mutability system [68, 69].

• Stacked Borrows is an operational semantics for safe memory aliasing. It has been imple-
mented as an extension to Rust’s mid-level Intermediate Representation interpreter MIRI to
dynamically check mutability and aliasing guarantees in unsafe code [69, 70].

• Prusti is a static validation tool that uses the Rust type system and user-provided Hoare
triples to prove properties like overflow and panic freedom, and the correctness of functional
specifications. It has been implemented as a plugin for the Rust compiler [71].

• contracts is a Rust crate that allows programmers to write pre- and postconditions which
can be checked at runtime [72]. The library can also be instructed to output annotations for:

• MIRAI is an abstract interpreter for Rust’s MIR. It can statically verify the implementation of
protocols and check functional specifications, e.g. those provided by the contracts crate [73].

3.2 Different Types of Parallelisation

3.2.1 Task vs Data Parallelism

In 1995, Ian Foster proposed a four-stage design methodology to parallelise programs [74]. The
first step is to partition the problem into parts that can be computed in parallel. This decomposition
can be applied at two different levels. First, the problem can be split into different sub-tasks
which perform different functions, called functional decomposition. For instance, a monolithic
application could be split into small distinct microservices. In this case, the degree of parallelism
is restricted to the number of independent sub-tasks we can extract and run in parallel.

Second, the domain of a problem can be decomposed. In this data parallelism approach, the
same computation is applied to different subsets of the input data. When little to no interac-
tion between the sub-computations is required, the data-parallel problem is called embarrassingly
parallel1, and the degree of parallelism is equivalent to the cardinality of the input data.

1Cleve Moler cites [75] in [76] and [77, 28:01-28:28] as the first publication in which they coined the term.
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For a probabilistic simulation, data parallelism can be exploited both externally and internally
[5]. The former refers to running multiple differently seeded instances of the same model in
parallel, for instance using multiple independent processes. Internal parallelism, on the other
hand, requires the computation itself to be decomposed. The input data of just one model is then
distributed. Multithreading, for instance, can be used to perform the sub-simulations [78].

3.2.2 Data Sharing and Communication

If we have decomposed a problem and distributed its computations amongst multiple threads,
processes, or even machines, we often need some communication primitives to share and exchange
data. As a simplification, the degree of sharing can be described on a scale [79, 80]:

1. Shared-Everything: In this model, all computing units can access the same shared storage,
for example, shared memory. However, this approach also requires careful protection of
memory accesses to avoid data races. In particular, inconsistent reads or writes to data,
which another process has just changed, must not occur.

2. Hardware Islands: This model exploits that computing units are usually arranged in some
spatial layout, which favours data sharing between physically close cores. For instance, CPU
cores on the same socket usually share the same L2 cache, while all cores on one machine
can access local RAM faster than a remote CPU. Therefore, data is shared on small hardware
islands, while messages are used to communicate between islands. Most computations over
a large set of input data can exploit some spatial locality in that data. Therefore, hardware
islands can be a suitable compromise solution.

3. Shared-Nothing: In this approach, all computing units are effectively independent and do
not share any data. This method requires no protection to access any data, as it is always
owned by just one process. However, if data needs to be exchanged, costly messages have to
be sent between the participants. Furthermore, care must be taken to avoid any deadlocks.

3.2.3 Shared Memory Parallelism: CUDA

The Shared Memory Model gives programmers an intuitive mental model to organise distributed
collaboration. Every participating process is given access to some shared global address space that
can be manipulated just like regular memory. This abstraction is very implicit and transparent, as
the programmer does not need to handle the details of how the program state is shared. However,
the programmer needs to take care to maintain the consistency of the program state. Since all
participants can modify any part of the state in any order, it is up to programmers to add protections
to uphold consistency. Therefore, shared memory parallelism is error-prone when data access and
update patterns are complicated.

Graphics Processing Units were initially created as fixed-function accelerators for rendering.
However, with the addition of programmable shaders around 2001, they were increasingly ex-
tended to support general-purpose programming [81]. The Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) is a programming model and Application Programming Interface for NVIDIA GPUs. CUDA
was introduced in 2006. It has since allowed programmers to utilise the GPU as a multiprocessor
with a vast number of cores [82].

Computing Model

The CUDA computing model fully embraces data parallelism. Instead of large general-purpose
cores and caches, modern GPUs have several thousands of tiny, more limited computing units [83,
p. 2]. The programmer provides CUDA with a kernel which is then invoked on every core in par-
allel. This paradigm shift can be thought of in the following way: let us consider an application
that applies a map() function over a collection of elements. This functionality would be implemen-
ted on the CPU by iterating over the collection and applying map() to every element. In CUDA,
we instead launch one kernel invocation for every element in the collection. The map function is
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then executed independently in parallel, and every thread only applies the map() function to one
particular element.

Cores and the threads that run on them are grouped in groups of 32 (on NVIDIA GPUs), which
are called warps [83, pp. 104-106]. Each warp is one Single-Instruction Multiple-Data unit of
execution, i.e. all cores in the warp have to either execute in lockstep or sleep.2 The user groups
threads into thread blocks. The threads inside a block can be addressed using a virtual 1D, 2D or
3D block index. The final spatial abstraction is a 1D/2D/3D grid of thread blocks, the dimension of
which the user specifies when launching a kernel. The combination of the per-block thread index,
the block size, the block index, and the grid size are used to calculate a unique index for every
thread that is executed during one launch of the kernel.

For an introduction into the resources a CUDA kernel can access, including the memory hier-
archy on NVIDIA GPUs, please refer to Appendix F.

CUDA Kernel compilation

CUDA kernels are usually written in an extended C / C++ like language. The kernels can be either
written and compiled separately or interleaved with the CPU host code and compiled together [85,
pp. 1-2]. The NVIDIA CUDA compiler nvcc can compile kernels into Parallel Thread Execution
(PTX) code, which is an assembly like intermediate virtual instruction set for parallel thread ex-
ecution architectures [85, p. 8][86, pp. 1-2]. At runtime, the PTX code is then loaded by the
CUDA driver and compiled for the specific GPU that the user has. Since 2011/12, the open-source
LLVM compiler toolchain has been used as the middle-end of nvcc [87, 88]. This enables program-
mers to write CUDA kernels in other languages, which can compile to the LLVM IR (intermediate
representation) [89].

In particular, a PTX backend has been available in Rust since the nightly-2017-01-XX version
[90]. This version includes the unstable abi_ptx feature to export non-generic Rust functions as
CUDA kernels [91]. Since then, there have been several projects to create a full build pipeline for
CUDA kernels written in Rust and provide an interface to the CUDA API:

1. rust-ptx-linker is a custom linker for the nvptx64nvidiacuda target of the Rust compiler
[92]. It is built on LLVM and does the final cleanup work of the LLVM IR generated by the
Rust compiler. Afterwards, it uses LLVM’s PTX backend to generate valid PTX code.

2. rust-ptx-builder is a helper library which can be used in Rust build.rs scripts [93]. It
instructs rustc to compile a Rust crate (library) as a CUDA PTX kernel. The PTX instructions
can then be embedded into the host code at compile-time, such that the CUDA kernel is part
of the CPU executable.

3. Accel is a high-level GPGPU framework that is written for a CUDA backend [94]. It contains
the CUDA driver API to launch kernels, as well as bindings to additional runtime features
such as just-in-time compilation and profiling. It is worth noting that accel allows the pro-
grammer to interleave host and kernel code.

4. RustaCUDA is a high-level interface to the CUDA driver API, which can launch kernels [95].
Unlike accel, rustacuda does not take care of compiling a kernel but expects to read the
PTX from a string or file. Therefore, its kernel launch interface is lower-level than accel and
does not provide the same safety guarantees.

3.2.4 Message Passing Parallelism: MPI

Shared memory parallelism shares data by sharing access to a global address space, which exposes
the user to potential consistency issues. Message Passing instead aims to provide programmers
with a safe programming model for parallelism. Different processes can only communicate with

2Since the release of the Volta GPU architecture in 2007, NVIDIA GPUs have been able to schedule threads independently
inside each warp [84, p. 2-3]. This improvement has made it easier to translate CPU to GPU programs, as less performance
is lost when threads diverge.
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each other by exchanging messages, which move data from the source process’ address space to
the destination’s address space.

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) was designed to standardise message passing between
processes running on heterogeneous MIMD (multiple-instruction multiple-data) machines. While
the MPI standard has been under development since 1992, the initial draft version was presented
at the 1993 ACM/IEEE conference on Supercomputing [96]. Since the release of MPI v1.0 in 1994,
the standard has been updated to v3.1 in 2015, with v4.0 being under development [97].
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Figure 3.1: Simplified overview of the MPI programming model. MPI allows processes within the
same universe to communicate both point-to-point and to collaborate collectively.

MPI provides a standardised interface for processes to communicate with each other. Figure 3.1
shows a simplified overview of MPI’s process-based programming model. Processes are part of
one or more group, which are ordered sets. Groups can be split and combined using the standard
set semantics such as union and intersection [98, p. 226, 230–234]. Processes can send messages
inside one group, or across different groups using communicators. Collective communication, on
the other hand, always uses a communicator that spans all participating groups [98, pp. 224-228].
Both sending and receiving messages can be blocking or non-blocking. Point-to-point messaging
also offers one synchronous and multiple asynchronous variants. Last but not least, MPI also sup-
ports explicit barrier synchronisation, as sending and receiving messages does not provide any
synchronisation guarantees [98, p. 142, 147].

To avoid the mixup and misinterpretation of messages, MPI provides several additional features:

1. Messages from the same source maintain their sending order upon receipt [98, p. 41, 56].

2. Point-to-point messages can also be tagged with an arbitrary integer [98, p. 27].

3. The user can create entirely distinct universes, which act as a global tag on all messages that
are passed around inside the universe [98, p. 27].

4. MPI also allows programmers to define custom structured data types, which can then be
checked and interpreted correctly on the receiving end [98, p. 83, 93].
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Chapter 4

Review of Related Work

4.1 The necsim library

Before necsim was developed, spatially explicit neutral simulations were lacking [4, p. 27]. necsim
was created to allow ecologists to quickly tinker with different neutral models without having
to write their own implementation. In addition to the C++ library, Thompson, Chisholm and
Rosindell also developed the pycoalescence and rcoalescence interfaces for Python and R [99].

The necsim library implements a spatially explicit individual-based simulation that is per-
formed on a structured grid. Each grid cell provides habitat for a well-mixed group of individuals,
which is called a deme. To simulate the individuals living in such a landscape, necsim is usu-
ally used in two steps. First, the neutral coalescence simulation described in section 2.3 builds a
coalescence tree of all sampled individuals. Second, pycoalescence and rcoalescence provide
analysis functionality and calculate metrics such as the species richness or the species abundance
distribution over the coalescence tree [4, p. 28]. This architecture allows scientists to perform any
posterior analysis on the tree. However, necsim lacks live monitoring to debug the simulation or
directly perform analysis without building the costly intermediary coalescence tree.

The necsim library was developed to support a plethora of model scenarios. These include the
non-spatial, spatially-implicit1 and spatially-explicit scenarios, which are described in section 2.4.
necsim also implements a novel partly spatial archipelago scenario consisting of N non-spatial
islands connected through migration [4, p. 30]. In addition to these model scenarios, necsim is
also able to simulate contiguous heterogeneous landscapes, which can be finite or infinite. The
habitat, dispersal, and local turnover (birth-death) rates on each landscape can vary both spatially
and temporally. The user can also specify which individuals should be sampled using a sampling
map. Finally, necsim offers both point (2.4.1) and protracted (B.1.1) speciation [4, p. 33].

While necsim enables the simulation of a broad range of scenarios, the C++ library was not
built to be trivially extensible. For instance, the coalescence algorithm, the potential wrapping of
coordinates, and the output to an SQLite database are all combined in the SpatialTree2 class. This
tight coupling between the simulation’s parts complicates code reuse when adding new algorithms
or implementations. Furthermore, necsim was only designed to run on one single-threaded ma-
chine. Thus, it does not offer the required code modularity to be easily parallelised.

4.2 The msprime library

msprime [100] is one of many population genetics coalescent simulators that can reconstruct the
evolution of genomes. Specifically, it uses a coalescent algorithm that produces a genetic genea-
logy, i.e. a set of correlated coalescence trees along a genome. The trees are stored in a bespoke

1The spatially-implicit model is implemented as a combination of the non-spatial model and an optional metacommunity.
In necsim, a metacommunity can be specified for any of the simulation scenarios [4, p. 33].

2https://bitbucket.org/thompsonsed/necsim/src/c824201/SpatialTree.cpp
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sparse data format, which was developed for more efficient analysis and reduced data storage re-
quirements [101]. While many population genetics simulations are non-spatial, Kelleher, Barton
and Etheridge have also investigated spatially continuous extensions to the algorithm [102]. The
msprime library also comes with a Python frontend, enabling the simple configuration of simula-
tions and integration with other tools [103]. While ecology poses different research questions than
population genetics, they share similar coalescence algorithms, and insights are often transferable.

4.3 Parallel Random Number Generation

This section discusses several strategies to give every partition in a parallel probabilistic simulation
its own independent stream of uniformly distributed random numbers [104, p. 2].

4.3.1 Splitting Random Number Generators

The first approach is to split one RNG over P partitions. The two primary techniques to generate
random numbers for the partition with index i are cycle splitting and parameterisation [104, p. 3].

Cycle Splitting

The full random sequence is partitioned on the sequence index. In Block Splitting, the ith par-
tition samples random numbers from the ith disjoint continuous subsequence. At initialisation,
this method requires an efficient, sublinear method to jump ahead in the sequence [105, p. 11].
In Leap-Frogging, the ith partition samples random numbers from all sequence indices j where
j mod M = i 3,4. This variant requires an O(1) method to jump M steps ahead in the sequence
[105, p. 12]. All cycle splitting methods require that the RNG has a sufficiently large period.
L’Ecuyer and Simard recommend that a period of N3 should be used to generate N samples [108].

Parameterisation

Independent random number streams can also be generated by parameterising each partition’s
RNG differently. In Seed Parameterisation, a partition-dependent seed is constructed from both i
and the global simulation seed. This is the least invasive option to split an RNG and can be used
dynamically at runtime [109, p. 10]. However, the RNG can also be instead specifically designed
to include a sequence number – this variant is called Iteration Function Parameterisation. For
instance, the PCG algorithm uses an increment of 2i+ 1 in its Linear congruential generator stage
[110, p. 1, 24]. Claessen and Pałka instead designed an RNG that injectively encodes splits and
iteration into a sequence of bits, which is then encrypted to get a pseudo-random output [111].

4.3.2 Counter-based Pseudo-Random Number Generators

In 2011, Salmon et al. introduced counter-based PRNGs in their paper “Parallel random numbers:
as easy as 1, 2, 3” [10]. They propose the following construction:

state transition: sk+1 = sk + 1 output: g(sk) = hash(sk)

As the RNG’s state is just an integer counter, the hashing output function is the only source of
randomness. Therefore, the authors initially test cryptographical hash functions such as AES and
Threefish, which both fulfil the strict avalanche criterion (2.6.1) for security purposes. However,
using a cryptographically secure hash function is not necessary for generating random numbers.
Therefore, the authors also introduce three more performant non-cryptographic variations: ARS
(Advanced Randomisation System), Threefry, and Philox, which is optimised explicitly for GPU
applications. Finally, the authors also show that all of their RNGs pass the TestU01 test suite [45].

3Eddy has suggested that random leaps might also be worth exploring [106, p. 68].
4Tan also lists a shuffling leap frog variant, but further details on this method are lacking in the literature [107, p. 695].
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CBRNGs have several key advantages. First, they can easily be used non-sequentially as their
state is just an integer counter. Therefore, cycle splitting or arbitrary jumping in the random
sequence are supported at no extra cost. Second, CBRNGs can trivially produce independent
streams by changing the key of a keyed hash function. Third, the authors noted that [10, p. 10]:

“If [a] simulation also requires random forces, counter-based PRNGs can easily provide
the same per-atom random forces on all the processors with copies of that atom by
using the atom identifier and timestep value [as part of the counter]”.

4.3.3 Reproducible Random Number Generation

Hill notes that many parallel probabilistic simulations are not reproducible [11], i.e. that their res-
ults depend on how many threads or processes are used. As a counter-measure, Hill suggests that
each individual should get its own independent and consistently parameterised random stream,
irrespective of whether the simulation is run sequentially or in parallel.

CBRNGs are well suited to generate many independent streams [10, p. 10]. For example, Lang
and Prehl use one CBRNG per particle performing a random walk on a fractal [112]. Each particle
simply uses its index as part of the hashing key. Martineau and McIntosh-Smith employ the same
approach in their neutral Monte Carlo particle transport application, in which they also observe
that parallelising over events instead of particles is faster [113]. In population genetics, Lawrie
uses a similar method for independent mutations in a forwards-time Wright-Fisher (2.2) simula-
tion [114]. They also remark on the tradeoff between simulating mutations with embarrassing
parallelism on the GPU, and synchronising to clean up finished mutations. Notably, Jun et al. go
one step further and also allow interactions between the particles in their transport simulation
[12]. When two particles interact, they derive a new CBRNG from the interaction’s attributes.

Reproducibility can also be used to reduce communication. Phillips, Anderson and Glotzer
use a hashing PRNG to apply the same pseudo-random force to two interacting particles without
communication [13]. In between synchronisations, every particle is simulated independently using
a PRNG that has been initialised with the hash of the particle’s index, the simulation time step
and the global seed. When two particles are known to interact, they both hash the combination
of their indices to sample the same pseudo-random interaction force. Note, however, that regular
synchronisation is still required to give all particles the knowledge about their interaction partners.

4.4 Random Number Scrambling

Scrambling is a technique that is used to further randomise and improve the statistical quality of
an RNG. Scrambling can be applied either to RNG output as an extra output function, or to the se-
quence index in a low-discrepancy sequence. Several methods have been proposed for scrambling:

1. Random Digit Scrambling flips each bit of the input with an independent uniform probab-
ility [115, p. 538], e.g. by XORing the sample with a partition-dependent seed value [116].

2. Owen Scrambling defines a nested uniform permutation where each output digit only de-
pends on more or equally significant input digits [117]. This method can be implemented
as a keyed hash function that only avalanches to more significant digits, as was proposed by
Owen [118], implemented by Laine and Karras [119] and refined by Burley [120, pp. 9-11].

3. Hashing the random sample can also significantly improve the quality of an RNG. For in-
stance, O’Neill applies simple avalanching hash functions in their PCG RNG family [110].

4.5 Parallelising the Gillespie Algorithm

The Gillespie Algorithm is a universally used Monte-Carlo algorithm, which is often applied to
simulate simulations with a large number of particles / individuals. This section provides an
overview of existing methods that parallelise the algorithm and several of its variants.
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4.5.1 Parallelisation on a GPU

Kunz parallelises the event simulation on an internal and external level [5]. They use the GPU
as a coprocessor and pipeline the execution of multiple events. The CPU performs the scheduling
of events from different instances of the same simulation. Komarov and D’Souza also parallelise
the simulation both internally and externally [6]. In contrast to Kunz, they move both layers into
the GPU to exploit the device’s multi-level thread architecture. Specifically, all threads in a warp
coordinate one execution, while different warps run different parameterisations of the simulation.

Dittamo and Cangelosi parallelise the τ -leaping method by generating every reaction’s τi in
parallel using the GPU [121]. The minimum τj is then sent back to the CPU, which continues the
simulation. On the GPU, they use a parallel Mersenne Twister RNG. Nobile et al. also parallelise
the Gillespie algorithm on a GPU using τ -leaping [122]. However, unlike Dittamo and Cangelosi,
Nobile et al. do not just use the GPU as a parallel random number generator. Instead, they split the
algorithm into four disjoint stages: (1) calculate the τs, (2) perform τ -leaping for some individu-
als, (3) compute Gillespie’s “Direct” Method for other individuals, and (4) perform a combined
termination check on all individuals. Note that only the fourth step requires synchronisation. This
decomposition decreases the GPU kernel’s complexity and improves thread occupancy.

4.5.2 Parallelisation in a High-Performance Computing environment

Ridwan, Krishnan and Dhar parallelise the Gillespie algorithm’s “Direct” method by decomposing
the simulation domain [8]. To maintain consistency, they use message passing to exchange in-
dividuals dynamically between partitions. The authors also propose an approximate method that
averages out the well-mixed reactant population at special synchronisation steps. It is important to
note that this method is designed explicitly for non-spatial simulations. Section 7.3.1 shows how
we have adapted this method for this project to handle spatially-explicit migrations.

Arjunan et al. implement a highly parallel version of the “Direct” method, which is decomposed
into hexagonal voxels [9]. Each subdomain is responsible for a subset of these voxels. In this
method, the authors limit dispersal between voxels to nearest-neighbour only. Therefore, every
subdomain only needs to exchange messages with its direct neighbours. Every subdomain also
caches a read-only version of adjacent edge voxels, called ghost voxels, for better performance.

Bauer describes how parallel discrete event simulations can either progress in discrete or
stochastic time steps [7]. In the former method, they assume that events are independent dur-
ing each time step. In the latter strategy, which we adapt in section 7.3.1, the simulation has to be
run optimistically and potentially be paused or rolled back to maintain global consistency. Jeschke
et al. explore a similarly optimistic parallelisation of the spatial “Next-Subvolume” method [123].

4.6 Parallelising Spatial Simulations

Exploiting spatial locality is crucial in spatial simulations. Harlacher et al. propose to dynamically
partition a static simulation domain using a space-filling curve [124]. Notably, their method only
requires knowledge of the global amount of work and can be implemented using MPI reductions.

Partitioned algorithms often require communication between the simulation subdomains, which
can limit performance. Thus, further localising computation is beneficial. Field, Kelly and Hansen
propose to delay the evaluation of MPI reduction operations so that several can be dynamically
fused at runtime [125]. On the GPU, we can instead combine entire threads. Stawinoga and Field
show how a GPU compiler can statically predict the optimal level of such thread coarsening [126].

There has also been increasing work on developing domain-specific compilers to translate
mathematical systems into parallelised code directly. For instance, [127] parallelises unstructured
meshes for highly heterogeneous systems, i.e. CPUs and GPUs [128]. The authors’ proposed
framework exploits both data independences and architectural features separately for every loop.

Finally, note that the necsim library simulates all individuals on a regular cartesian grid. How-
ever, the simulation could also be extended to and parallelised using unstructured meshes.
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Chapter 5

The Declaration of Independence

In chapter 2, we have reviewed the Neutral Model of Biodiversity (2.2) and how we can use a
reverse-time coalescence algorithm (2.3) to simulate it. This algorithm, which is implemented
in the necsim simulation library (4.1), has one significant downside, however. At each step, the
simulation has to check whether a dispersing individual collides and coalesces with a different
individual. As this check requires globally consistent knowledge of the location of all individuals,
it limits the scalability and parallelisation of the simulation.

This chapter describes the core idea of this thesis: trading communication for redundancy. Spe-
cifically, a novel algorithm is presented that simulates individuals independently with embarrass-
ing parallelism whilst also maintaining consistency across the whole simulation. First, section 5.1
shows how the Gillespie algorithm can be used to run the coalescence simulation. Next, section 5.2
introduces the novel Independent algorithm. In particular, section 5.2.1 and section 5.2.2 show
how a hashing pseudo-random number generator can direct individuals to follow the same tra-
jectory after they have coalesced independently. Section 5.2.3 then demonstrates how the novel
Independent algorithm can still generate exponentially distributed inter-event times.

5.1 Coalescence à la Gillespie

The Gillespie algorithm is an exact probabilistic algorithm that is summarised in section 2.7. The
coalescence algorithm implemented in necsim (4.1) can be seen as a special case of the “First-
reaction” Method. necsim uses geometrically distributed inter-event times to approximate a single
global Poisson point process which produces the next event for any individual in the simulation1. At
every step, the algorithm then picks the next active individual j using rejection sampling2,3, taking
the local turnover rate λ into account. This turnover rate specifies the distribution of lifetimes
X ∼ Exp(λ), i.e. the times between the births and deaths of the simulated individuals.

Since we are investigating a neutral model, this turnover rate only depends on the current
location but not on the properties of an individual or species. Therefore, we shall use λx,y from
now on, where (x, y) specifies the current location of an individual. As neutral biodiversity models
are zero-sum, any death at a location (x, y) is immediately followed by a birth to the same location.
Therefore, at each location, there is an event stream produced by an infinite homogeneous Poisson
point process Poi(λx,y), which describes the births / deaths occurring at the location. Note that as
we are going backwards in time, we use a Poisson point process on R−0 .

In necsim’s coalescence simulation, however, events are generated for individuals, not loca-
tions. So what is the distribution of inter-event times of a single lineage? A single individual
produces an event whenever it reverses its birth and disperses back (in)to its parent. The next
event in this lineage would then be the birth event of the parent individual. Therefore, the time
between events is the time between a child’s birth and its parent’s birth. It clearly is the case

1https://bitbucket.org/thompsonsed/necsim/src/c824201/Tree.cpp#lines-592
2https://bitbucket.org/thompsonsed/necsim/src/c824201/SpatialTree.cpp#lines-1099
3https://bitbucket.org/thompsonsed/necsim/src/c824201/ActivityMap.cpp#lines-83
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that tbirth(parent) < tbirth(child) < tdeath(parent), and that X = (tdeath(parent) − tbirth(parent)) ∼
Exp(λx,y). We now use the memoryless property of the exponential distribution (1) to show that
(tbirth(child) − tbirth(parent)) ∼ Exp(λx,y) as well.

Intuitively, the memoryless property states that ‘even when we have already waited for a while,
the time until the next event is still exponentially distributed precisely the same as when we started
waiting’. When individuals coalesce in the reverse-time simulation, the parent has been waiting
for its birth event ever since it reversed its death. When one of its children rewinds its birth, the
distribution of the remaining time until the parent’s birth is still exponentially distributed at the
same rate. Specifically, (tbirth(child) − tbirth(parent)) ∼ Exp(λx,y) as well. In summary, both the
turnover and inter-event times at location (x, y) are exponentially distributed with rate λx,y.

What is the benefit of knowing that inter-generation, i.e. per-individual inter-event times, are
exponentially distributed? At every generation, an individual can speciate with probability ν or
disperse with probability 1− ν. By using exponentially distributed inter-generation times, we can
now also define the rate of the different types of events by using the minimum of exponential
random variables (2). For instance, speciation at location (x, y) has a rate of νx,y · λx,y. Figure 5.1
shows the breakdown of all the events types. As in necsim (4.1), a deme represents a well-mixed
group of individuals that all live at the same location (x, y).

dispersal within the
same deme without 

coalescence 

dispersal within the
same deme without

coalescence

speciation
dispersal to
a different

deme

Figure 5.1: Breakdown of the different event types and their probabilities.

While the coalescence algorithm in necsim uses rejection sampling to handle varying turnover
rates, the “Next-reaction” Gillespie method provides a more elegant solution. Since we now assign
every individual its own Poisson point process, they can also have different event rates. These
Poisson point processes can be split up and combined to optimise the sampling of the next event:

First, we can group k individuals with the same event rate λ together and simulate them as one
combined Poisson point process with rate k · λ. When this process produces the next event, one of
the individuals in the group can be chosen uniformly as the one who executes this next event.

Second, not all types of events change the state of the simulation. Let us assume that an
individual currently has turnover rate λx,y, speciation probability P (speciation) = νx,y, probability
P (outside) = ox,y to jump to a different location on dispersal, and probability P (coalescence)
= cx,y to coalesce within the current deme. Figure 5.1 shows a breakdown of the four different
event types between which we differentiate4.

Of these events, only the first three have an effect on the simulation state, while dispersal within
the same deme (same (x, y)) without coalescence mostly wastes computation. With exponential
event rates, we can simply ignore this last type of event by subtracting its rate from the original
λx,y, producing the following event-skipping rate:

λ′x,y = λx,y · (1−P (dispersal∧outside∧ coalescence)) = λx,y · (1− (1−νx,y) · (1−ox,y) · (1− cx,y))

This event skipping mechanism can reduce the runtime of the algorithm to
λ′x,y
λx,y

. We have im-
plemented this optimisation in the SkippingGillespie algorithm (7.3.1). It is especially potent
when simulating scenarios in which the probability of dispersing back to the same location is large
(8.5.1). For instance, this occurs when the landscape is small but has large demes, i.e. when many
individuals can co-inhabit the same location.

4Many thanks to James Rosindell, Lucas Dias Fernandes and Samuel Thompson, with whom I worked out the mathem-
atical details of this event rate split during my 2019 UROP.
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5.2 The Independent Algorithm

In the coalescence-based biodiversity simulation, coalescence is the only direct interaction between
individuals. By definition, two individuals coalesce when one individual disperses and then collides
with the other. Semantically, the child individual jumps back (in)to its parent individual when
rewinding its birth. In the original necsim algorithm, we stop simulating the child individual after
coalescence. In the Independent algorithm, we want to avoid the communication that is required
to know the locations of all other individuals. Well, how would we expect the child to behave if we
kept simulating them after their collision? One way to think about coalescence is to think about
Matryoshka dolls: when a child coalesces with its parent, it simply jumps ‘back into’ the parent
individual. Consequently, after coalescence, both individuals should take precisely the same steps
at precisely the same times, as is shown in Figure 5.2 in their combined trajectories.

A

C

B

Present Past

Legend of Events:

Death of an Untracked
Individual

Independent Dispersal
(with Coalescence)

Independent Dispersal
(without Coalescence)

(Re)Prime of the RNG

Figure 5.2: Example of RNG repriming during an independent coalescence simulation. In the
Independent algorithm, an individual reprimes its random number generator at least once before
every event. This process ensures that the next event is consistent across ‘coalesced’ individuals.

This is the core idea of the Independent algorithm:

1. We do not maintain any globally consistent simulation state to search for coalescence.

2. Instead, every individual is simulated entirely independently.

3. If we later look at the trajectories of two independently simulated individuals and see that
the individuals collided, i.e. inhabited the same location for some non-zero time span, we
guarantee that both individuals have produced the same events from the point of collision.

4. Therefore, we can detect coalescence a posteriori by searching for redundancy in the com-
bined event traces of multiple individuals.

5. In summary, we trade off communication for redundant computation.

The following subsections describe in detail how these properties are achieved.

5.2.1 Environmental RNG Priming

The prior section has briefly introduced the core idea of the Independent algorithm. This sec-
tion focuses on how two independently simulated individuals can be directed to follow the same
trajectory from the point of their collision.

Since the model we are simulating is neutral, we know that the behaviour of each individual is
only determined by its environment, i.e. location and time, but not by its species identity. There-
fore, we can design a deterministic function that pseudo-randomly selects the next event based
solely on an individual’s current location and time. If the parent and child individual are already
aligned in space and time, this function ensures they behave in lockstep and sample the same
events from this point forward. However, a child and parent collide at the time of the child’s
birth, which is an event coming from the child’s event stream, which is entirely independent of
the parent’s. Section 5.2.2 explains how the initial alignment at collision is reached independently.
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The following paragraphs lay out how we can use strong hashing to define the next-event function.

As introduced in section 2.6.1, hash functions deterministically map values from their input domain
to a finite image. In this application, we want a hash function that maps the current location and
time of an individual to the time and properties of the next event. Effectively, this can be achieved
by resetting the individual’s random number generator such that its state is determined only by this
environmental information, for instance, by reseeding the RNG. However, many RNGs only apply
a weak hash function to initialise their internal state. Since this algorithm resets the RNG multiple
times at every step, relying on such a weak mechanism would expose the algorithm to statistically
low-quality, non-random or highly correlated streams of ‘random’ numbers. Instead, we define a
new method for the RNG, called prime(). Similar to Phillips, Anderson and Glotzer’s work [13],
we apply a strong hash function to an individual’s current time and location, and then reset the
RNG’s internal state accordingly (4.3.3). Crucially, this hash function must satisfy the avalanche
effect (2.6.1) so that its hashes are distributed uniformly even when its inputs are highly correlated.

The definition of this separate prime() method has another benefit compared to reseeding.
While the latter forgets the initial global seed of the simulation, the prime() method can combine
this original seed into the hash. Therefore, this RNG can produce the same stream of random
numbers for different, equally-primed individuals in the same simulation but produce different
pseudo-random streams across differently seeded simulations.

Just as any other RNG, the environmentally primed RNG has some internal state. A state trans-
ition function updates this state to generate a stream of pseudo-random numbers at a particular
location-time tuple. However, this internal state is only one part of the effective state of the en-
vironmentally primed random number generator. To be precise, the complete state of this RNG
consists of its constant original seed, its variable location, its variable time, and its variable inner
state. Consequently, this design introduces a non-trivial RNG state update function, which involves
jumps in space, and the addition of exponential inter-event times. This location-dependent update
function could have a higher resistance to short RNG periods. However, the quality of this state
update function heavily depends on the simulation setup. If, for instance, an individual is no longer
allowed to disperse, then only its time and internal state remain variable. Therefore, care must be
taken that the primeable RNG works even under such extreme conditions.

This section has described how strong, avalanching hashing can be used to prime an individual’s
random number generator based on its current location and time. If multiple individuals can co-
inhabit (x, y), we extend the prime() location to the triple (x, y, i) to distinguish their positions
in the deme. We can now ensure that two independent individuals follow the same path after
coalescence, as long as they agree on the first event directly following their collision. The following
two subsections describe how to generate exponential inter-event times with this method.

5.2.2 Aligning the RNGs of Colliding Individuals

Each individual draws the inter-event time δt until its next event tnext directly after its latest
event tlast. A parent individual draws the time of its birth event tbirth(parent) after rewinding
its death at tdeath(parent). A child individual coalesces with this parent at the child-chosen time
tbirth(child) when the child individual disperses back to its parent’s location. At this time, the
child individual must draw a matching δt such that tnext = tbirth(parent). Therefore, we need a
method to independently sample two continuous inter-event time distributions X1, X2 at different
continuous-time points tdeath(parent), tbirth(child) such that both give the same next event time.

We approach this problem by simplifying it first. For now, let us divide time into discrete time
steps t0, t−1, .... For instance and without loss of generality, we can only allow times to occur at
integer time points t ∈ N−0 . We now also designate an event probability P (ti) = p, which decides
whether an event occurs at time point ti. When an individual at time tlast = ti wants to sample the
time of its next event, it iterates through tj ∈ ti−1, ti−2, ..., reprimes its RNG at each tj , performs
a Bernoulli trial with probability P (tj), and stops at the first succeeding trial time tnext. Note that
the inter-event times generated by this simple approach are distributed according to the geometric
distribution X ∼ 1 + Geo(p) = 1 + bExp(−ln(1− p))c (4).
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Why does this method work? Let us assume that the parent and child individual coalesce at
time tbirth(child). There are now two cases of when the parent’s next event tbirth(parent) can occur.
If tbirth(parent) ≥ tbirth(child), then what we call the parent individual cannot actually be the child’s
parent. To be specific, it would have already executed its next event, its birth tbirth(parent), before
the potential collision with the child at tbirth(child). This would break the assumption that we
are indeed talking about the child and its parent. Therefore, we know that all Bernoulli trials
from tdeath(parent)−1 up to and including tbirth(child) must have failed. As we now know that
tbirth(parent) < tbirth(child), both the parent and child individual have to prime and test at times
tbirth(child)−1, .... They then both find the same tnext = tbirth(parent) as the first tj < tbirth(child) at
which the Bernoulli trial succeeds. Therefore, both individuals have now independently aligned
their next event time and successfully coalesced without any communication.

So far, we have only achieved independent coalescence using geometrically distributed inter-
event times. However, the Gillespie algorithm and Moran Model require exponentially distributed
inter-event times. The simplistic approach not only provides the wrong distribution of δts but can
also significantly change the simulation’s outcome if we choose large time steps ∆t = ti − ti−1 5.

Therefore, we now extend the simplistic method to continuous inter-event times. We retain
the discrete time steps t0, t−1, t−2, ... but reinterpret them as bounds for the intervals ..., (t−2; t−1],
(t−1, t0] which partition R−0 . Now, when an individual at time tlast ∈ (ti−1; ti] and location (x, y)
samples its next event, it first primes on (x, y, ti). Next, it searches for its next event inside the
same interval. If the next event is not in (ti−1; ti], the individual reprimes on (x, y, ti−1) and tries
again inside (ti−2; ti−1]. This process is repeated until tnext < tlast is found.

Since this method also uses discrete time points ti to align the RNGs of different individuals
and bring them into lockstep, its correctness can be shown just as we have done for the simplistic
approach above. The only remaining problem is the sampling of exponentially distributed inter-
event times based around the repriming at time steps ti, for which the following section presents
two mathematically equivalent yet computationally different approaches.

5.2.3 Exponential inter-event Times

Memoryless sums of exponentials

Let us assume that we start at some continuous time point tlast ∈ (ti−1; ti]. Suppose we then draw
a random variable X ∼ Exp(λx,y). There are now two cases to analyse. In the base case where
(tlast − X) > ti−1, we have just found the time of the next event tnext such that ti−1 < tnext <
tlast ≤ ti. If (tlast −X) ≤ ti−1, we now know that tnext ≤ ti−1 and we can apply the memoryless
property (1). It states that the time left to wait for the next event is unaffected by how long we have
already waited. This means that in order to draw the exponentially distributed time between tlast
and tnext, we can simply draw a second random variable X ′ ∼ Exp(λx,y) and add it to tlast − ti−1
without changing the distribution of X, which now is X = (tlast − ti−1) +X ′. This procedure can
be applied recursively to sample X ′ inside (ti−2; ti] with t′ = ti−1 until the base case is reached.

What if multiple events occur between ti−1 and ti, i.e. multiple exponential samples Xj ∼
Exp(λx,y) have to be summed up to exceed (ti−ti−1)? For instance, say we have ti−1 < tbirth(parent)
< tlast < tdeath(parent) ≤ ti, where tlast = tbirth(child) is the previous event of the coalescing
child individual. When the parent searches for tbirth(parent) after tdeath(parent), it first primes at
ti, the start of its current interval. Next, it samples X1 ∼ Exp(λx,y), which produces ti − X1 =
tdeath(parent). Since tdeath(parent) 6< tdeath(parent), it tries again, samplesX2 ∼ Exp(λx,y) and gets to
ti−X1−X2 = tbirth(parent). If ti−X1−X2 < ti−1, the parent would have had to restart its search
inside (ti−2, ti−1]. Since this is not the case, the parent has found its tnext = tbirth(parent). Now
the child individual jumps to the parent’s location at tbirth(child), which is entirely independent
from the parent. It also primes at ti, checks X1 and finds ti − X1 = tdeath(parent) which is larger
than tbirth(child) and, therefore, not its next event. Next, it samples X2 and also finds ti − X1 −
X2 = tbirth(parent) = tnext. Therefore, both the parent and child individual have now coalesced
independently with exponentially distributed inter-event times using this process.

5To be specific, geometrically distributed inter-event times can be seen as an intermediate model in between the Moran
Model (exponential inter-event times / ∆t → 0) and the Wright-Fisher Model (fixed inter-event times / ∆t � λx,y

−1),
which were introduced in section 2.2
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Homogeneous Poisson Point Process

In section 5.1, we have already established that the distribution of inter-event times at a location
(x, y) is equal to the distribution of the local turnover times. We now look at the even stream at a
single location, which comes from a homogeneous Poisson point processes (2.5.1) with rate λx,y
and inter-event times X ∼ Exp(λx,y). Figure 5.3 shows an example Poisson point process event
stream. We now zoom in on the time interval [6; 9), or (ti−1; ti] in general. As the whole process
is homogeneous, the events in (ti−1; ti] also come from a homogeneous Poisson point process.
Furthermore, there are N ∼ Poi(λx,y · (ti − ti−1)) events inside the interval (2.5.1). We also know
that these N events are uniformly spread across the interval (2.5.1). If we now want to find the
next event time tnext before tlast ∈ (ti−1; ti], we first reprime the RNG at ti and sample N . Next,
we distribute N event times uniformly across the interval (ti−1; ti]. If there is a max{j | tj < tlast},
we have found our tnext. Otherwise, we repeat the same process for the interval (ti−2; ti−1].

0 -5 -10 -15

-5 -10

Homogeneous Poisson Process with                                           events

             events distributed using                

Figure 5.3: Homogeneous Poisson process over R−0 with X ∼ Exp(0.5) inter-event times.

This process generates exponentially distributed inter-event times by construction. Inside each
interval (ti−1, ti], this holds as the events are distributed uniformly (2.5.1). Furthermore, we can
recombine the independent homogeneous Poisson point processes from all intervals into one global
homogeneous Poisson point process (2.5.1). As inter-event times inside a homogeneous Poisson
point process are distributed exponentially, we can conclude that all inter-event times, whether
inside one interval or across multiple intervals, are distributed exponentially with rate λx,y.

5.2.4 Summary of the Independent Algorithm

This chapter has shown how the “Next-reaction” Gillespie method can be used to execute the co-
alescence algorithm. We have then introduced the novel Independent algorithm, which trades off
communication for redundancy by simulating every individual independently whilst maintaining
a posteriori analysis consistency. It combines RNG repriming at discrete time steps with either one
of the two inter-event time sampling methods described above to generate the time and type of
the next event, which is guaranteed to be the same for individuals that have collided.

1 def independent_algorithm(individual, rng, landscape):
2 while True:
3 # Advance the individual to the next event
4 individual.last_event_time -= rng.primed_sample_inter_event_time(
5 individual.location, landscape
6 )
7

8 rng.prime_with(individual.location, individual.last_event_time)
9

10 if rng.sample_random_event(landscape.nu(individual.location)):
11 return individual.speciate()
12

13 # Disperse the individual if it has not yet speciated
14 individual.location = rng.sample_dispersal(landscape, individual.location)

Following this introduction to the Independent algorithm, the next two chapters describe how we
have designed, implemented and parallelised the necsim-rust simulation package.
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Chapter 6

The Simulation Architecture Design

From the beginning, this project set out to build and improve upon the necsim simulation library
(4.1). While necsim supports very extensive configuration, the C++ library was not designed to
be extended or parallelised. Therefore, the core of the simulation has been reimplemented in the
Rust simulation package necsim-rust to achieve the following three design goals:

1. Extensible: The simulation system should clearly separate functionality into different com-
ponents, which can easily be swapped out in code to run a different type of simulation. There
should also be strong functional guarantees between the different components, which can be
further extended to accommodate more restrictive component implementations. Overall, this
system should minimise code duplication.

2. Analysable: The simulation should report any state update to some external analysis code.
This analysis must be just as flexible as the simulation itself. The analysis system should
support both statically compiled and dynamically loaded analysis routines. Most importantly,
any inactive analysis should not hamper the simulation’s performance.

3. Parallelisable: The simulation system should be easily parallelisable. Parallelisation should
only require exchanging those components which communicate with the outside world. The
system should not impose a particular parallelisation method and should also be extensible.

The following three sections explain in detail how necsim-rust has been designed to achieve these
goals using the expressive and statically typed Rust programming language (3.1).

6.1 The Statically Checked Component System

The fundamental coalescence algorithm, which was introduced in section 2.3, can easily be imple-
mented in a succinct and simple procedure. In this project, however, we are considering a whole
landscape of simulation algorithm. In particular, this thesis compares four different algorithms,
simulates four different scenarios and explores different parallelisation strategies. Therefore, the
necsim-rust simulation package defines one core component system architecture, which sup-
ports all of the different simulation variants. Different variants are defined by simply swapping
in some specialised component implementations, whilst still allowing most code to be reused. The
following functional components are defined in the necsim-core package as Rust traits (3.1.1):

• The RngCore trait implements the core functionality to create a new seeded random number
generator and draw random u64s from it. It also provides common distribution sampling
through the RngSampler trait which is automatically implemented on top of RngCore. The
core RNG can be extended with the PrimeableRng and SplittableRng traits, which provide
RNG priming and substream splitting, respectively.

• The Habitat is the foundation of every simulation as it defines which parts of a landscape
are habitable and how many individuals can live in the deme at each location.
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CoalescenceSampler EmigrationExit DispersalSampler

EventSampler

ImmigrationEntry ActiveLineageSampler

LineageStore RngCore

TurnoverRate SpeciationProbability

LineageReference

Habitat

Figure 6.1: A Hasse-Diagram-like overview of necsim-rust’s component system architecture.
Components with no incoming dependency arrows are fundamental, while components further

down in the graph are composite and provide higher-level functionality.

• The TurnoverRate trait returns the location-dependent turnover rate λx,y. It must only be
queried for habitable locations.

• The SpeciationProbability trait returns the location-dependent speciation probability νx,y.
It must only be queried for habitable locations.

• The DispersalSampler randomly samples the dispersal from a habitable origin location
(xo, yo) to a habitable target location (xt, yt). Every habitable location must allow dispersal,
though it may just be back to the original location (xo, yo).

• Every individual must have a unique ID in its current local simulation subdomain. The
LineageReference trait is a marker trait to specify the data type of these individual IDs.
Across subdomains, the globally consistent GlobalLineageReference data type is used in-
stead.

• The LineageStore stores the set of all individuals which are (currently) being simulated in
the local subdomain. As the LineageStore is indexed by the LineageReference type, both
types are usually tightly coupled.

• The CoalescenceSampler randomly samples the sublocation intra-deme index i to which
an individual disperses. Some implementations are also able to determine if the dispersing
individual has coalesced with another individual.

• The EmigrationExit is a dispersal event sink that consumes individuals who have dispersed
out to a different subdomain of the simulation.

• The EventSampler randomly samples the next event for an individual by combining the
lower-level SpeciationProbability, DispersalSampler, EmigrationExit and Coales-
cenceSampler components.

• The ImmigrationEntry is a dispersal event source that produces individuals who have dis-
persed in from a different subdomain of the simulation. It is responsible for producing these
immigrating individuals in the correct order such that they can be consistently integrated
with the local sub-simulation. Together with its counterpart, the EmigrationExit, these two
traits can be used to link up different partitions of a landscape through migration.
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• The ActiveLineageSampler randomly samples the time of the next event and the individual
that will execute it. The ActiveLineageSampler is the highest level component, on top of
which the generic Simulation type and its generic simulation event loop are built.

Figure 6.1 highlights the direct dependencies between these components. If the design goal of this
simulation component system had been runtime flexibility, dynamic dispatch could have been used
to combine these components at runtime. However, this project aims to build a high-performance
simulation in which functional correctness is of higher importance than runtime flexibility. There-
fore, the component system uses the Rust type and trait systems (3.1.1) to its full extent to enable
static verification of the compatibility of different component implementations:

1. The component traits are generic over the concrete types of the lower-level components. For
instance, the DispersalSampler trait is defined as follows:

1 pub trait DispersalSampler<H: Habitat, G: RngCore> {
2 #[ requires(habitat.contains(location), "location is inside habitat") ]
3 #[ ensures(old(habitat).contains(&ret), "target is inside habitat") ]
4 fn sample_dispersal_from_location(
5 &self,
6 location: &Location,
7 habitat: &H,
8 rng: &mut G,
9 ) -> Location;

10 }

2. Both the component core package, necsim-core, and specific implementations can define
subtraits building on top of the existing component system. By replacing the generic trait
dependencies with more specific ones or even concrete types, individual implementations
can reify their specific requirements in the type system without changing the core component
system. For instance, the IndependentActiveLineageSampler, which is used in the novel
Independent algorithm, requires that the RNG type G implements PrimeableRng, a subtrait
of RngCore, and that the LineageReference type R is equal to GlobalLineageReference.

3. The Simulation type is generic over all component types and has the following (unfortu-
nately slightly intimidating) type signature:

1 pub struct Simulation<
2 H: Habitat,
3 G: RngCore,
4 R: LineageReference<H>,
5 S: LineageStore<H, R>,
6 X: EmigrationExit<H, G, R, S>,
7 D: DispersalSampler<H, G>,
8 C: CoalescenceSampler<H, R, S>,
9 T: TurnoverRate<H>,

10 N: SpeciationProbability<H>,
11 E: EventSampler<H, G, R, S, X, D, C, T, N>,
12 I: ImmigrationEntry,
13 A: ActiveLineageSampler<H, G, R, S, X, D, C, T, N, E, I>,
14 > { ... }

4. Since all components express their dependencies in their type signature, and are combined
inside the Simulation type, the Simulation is correct-by-construction. Only component com-
binations which satisfy all the inter-linking trait requirements can be statically composed into
a simulation object using the Builder pattern.

5. Since the entire Simulation type and all component traits are generic, the Rust compiler spe-
cialises and monomorphises the generic code at compile time. This allows rustc to perform
cross-component inlining optimisations, producing code on par with manually constructed
special implementations.
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This statically checked component system builds on earlier work on statically checking component
interactions [129–132] and creating software composition systems which are correct-by-construction
[133]. While these approaches have extended type systems and compilers to verify any inter-
component assumption, the simulation system in this project is an implementation based only on
the type and trait system of the Rust language. Therefore, it can only check compatibility con-
ditions that the component developers have defined. More general functional correctness checks
are instead delegated to Hoare triple specifications, which are specified using the contracts crate
[72] and checked in debug builds dynamically at runtime.

Lastly, it is worth noting that while the statically checked component system offers flexibility
and compiler guarantees for the component implementations, any update to the core system is a
breaking change that causes compilation errors and requires refactoring of all affected components.
Therefore, this design should only be used once the system core has stabilised after prototyping.

6.2 The Reporter Analysis System

The second design goal of the simulation package is to make it easily and efficiently analysable. In
particular, the analysis should be separate from the core simulation and its components. Further-
more, analysis procedures should plug in live during the simulation to allow debugging and avoid
creating unnecessary intermediate data structures.

The reporter analysis system consists of events and reporters. All events are generated to de-
scribe a change in the state of the model that is being simulated. The core idea of the reporter
analysis system is to use Rust’s type system to help the Rust compiler produce analysis-specific
optimised code. In particular, not every analysis requires all events. For instance, we only need to
know about speciation events to measure the species richness. By putting this information into the
type of an analysis reporter, the simulation can select different code paths at compile time. We can
then guarantee that only the required events are ever produced, buffered and communicated. The
Rust-provided ability to compile specialised (vs generic) code paths is particularly useful to min-
imise data storage and movement on resource-constrained platforms such as the GPU. Languages
that only support runtime dispatch or require manual inlining, e.g. Java, can only switch to the
optimal code path at runtime, which consumes resources unnecessarily.

The remainder of this section goes over the details of this design. The following three types of
events can occur in the biodiversity simulation:

• Dispersal Event: An individual has dispersed to a new location. Dispersal can include co-
alescence with the parent of this individual.

1 pub struct DispersalEvent {
2 pub global_reference: GlobalLineageReference, // who? - individual ID
3 pub origin: IndexedLocation, // where? - previous (old) location
4 pub target: IndexedLocation, // - current (new) location
5 pub event_time: NegativeF64, // when? - this event
6 pub prior_time: NonPositiveF64, // - this individual's last event
7 pub interaction: LineageInteraction, // with? - maybe coalescence parent
8 }
9

10 pub enum LineageInteraction {
11 None, // definitely without coalescence
12 Maybe, // coalescence undetermined
13 Coalescence(GlobalLineageReference), // definitely with coalescence
14 }

• Speciation Event: An individual has speciated, thereby originating a new species that all of
its descendants are a part of (at least in a reverse-time coalescence simulation). Speciation-
Events are similar to DispersalEvents but lack the target and interaction fields.
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• Progress: This event lists the amount of remaining work, i.e. how many individuals have
not yet finished simulating.

All of the events are exposed through an event stream which is passed to external user-defined
analysis reporters. These reporters must all implement the following (simplified) Reporter trait:

1 pub trait Reporter {
2 type ReportSpeciation: Boolean;
3 type ReportDispersal: Boolean;
4 type ReportProgress: Boolean;
5

6 fn report_speciation(
7 &mut self,
8 speciation: &MaybeUsed<SpeciationEvent, Self::ReportSpeciation>,
9 );

10

11 fn report_dispersal(
12 &mut self,
13 dispersal: &MaybeUsed<DispersalEvent, Self::ReportDispersal>,
14 );
15

16 fn report_progress(
17 &mut self,
18 remaining: &MaybeUsed<u64, Self::ReportProgress>,
19 );
20 }

The Reporter trait also has two optional initialise() and finalise() methods, which are used
to set up and clean up any external data structures. Let us now focus on three strongly typed
report_*() methods, which all have similar signatures that encode the following:

The method takes in an MaybeUsed<*Event, Self::Report*> event which can either
be a Used<*Event> or is an Ignored<*Event>. The Self::Report* type parameter,
which resolves to either a False (ignored) or True (used) type, specifies which of
these two possible parameter types the method takes.

It is worth noting that the chosen event parameter type enforces its semantics. While a Used<*Event>
is transparent and can be dereferenced to reveal its internal *Event, the Ignored<*Event> type is
opaque and does not support any operations.

For example, a reporter which measures biodiversity, i.e. counts the number of speciation events
whilst ignoring dispersal and progress events, can be implemented as follows:

1 pub struct BiodiversityReporter { biodiversity: u64 }
2

3 impl Reporter for BiodiversityReporter {
4 impl_report!(speciation(&mut self, speciation: Used) {
5 self.biodiversity += 1;
6 });
7

8 impl_report!(dispersal(&mut self, dispersal: Ignored) {});
9

10 impl_report!(progress(&mut self, remaining: Ignored) {});
11 }

The reporters receive all events in order, sorted lexicographically by their event_time and prior_
time. As the reporters are not part of the simulation component system, they are not part of the
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type signature of a simulation. However, the simulation.simulate(reporter) method, which is
used to run a simulation, is generic over the type of the reporter. Here, the reporter parameter is
a mutable reference to any kind of reporter, including statically combined (ReporterCombinator),
filtered (FilteredReporter) or user-defined data types implementing the Reporter trait.

The analysis reporter system is further extended by a plugin system (necsim/plugins). With
this system, reporters can be implemented and compiled into separate dynamic libraries, which
are then dynamically loaded at runtime. Throughout the simulation, a proxy reporter (Reporter-
PluginVec) is used to forward all events to the user-loaded analysis routines. This feature, in
particular, together with the static event production optimisation, has been invaluable in quickly
developing and launching the analyses in chapter 8.

6.3 The Parallelisation Architecture

The third design goal of the simulation package is to make it easily parallelisable. There are
two types of parallelisation the core simulation system could support: internal and semi-internal
parallelism. For internal parallelism, every component in the simulation system would have to be
parallelised individually. While this approach can support specific platforms or use cases, it also
reduces the reusability of the components and increases code duplication. Instead, the simulation
system is designed to be semi-internally parallelised:

• The core system is sequential and requires no internal knowledge of parallelisation.

• Two components, the EmigrationExit and ImmigrationEntry, are designated as adapters
between the local sub-simulation and the outside world.

• The simulation can be parallelised by partitioning the domain of the model. For instance,
all individuals currently inhabiting a designated part of the landscape are assigned to one
specific partition.

• The partitioning system provides the architecture to build parallelisation algorithms that link
multiple simulation systems together through inter-partition migration.

The partitioning system is represented in code by the Partitioning and the LocalPartition
traits. The former provides the entry point to instantiate the partitioning backend. It can then be
queried for global information such as the number of partitions and the rank of the local parti-
tion. Most importantly, the Partitioning also provides a method to instantiate its corresponding
LocalPartition type. The LocalPartition trait provides the functionality that is used to link
different partitions together and implement various parallelisation algorithms:

• The get_reporter() method provides access to the partitioning-specific reporter. While an
implementation might simply return the reporter built from the ReporterContext here, it
can also communicate and combine events from collaborating partitions.

• The migrate_individuals() method allows different partitions to exchange individuals that
have moved to a different subdomain of the simulation.

• The reduce_vote_continue() method is an example of one of multiple helper methods
which allow the partitions to collaborate by voting on global information.

• The wait_for_termination() method ensures that each local partition can only complete
its part of the simulation when it is safe to do so. In particular, it must ensure that no
migrating individuals are lost because of data races, and that there is no state in which the
simulation can get stuck because of a rogue partition.

In combination, the LocalPartition trait and the EmigrationExit and ImmigrationEntry com-
ponents provide the architecture for semi-internal parallelisation. Chapter 7 explains in detail how
this system is used to implement several message passing parallelisation algorithms.
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Chapter 7

Implementation and Parallelisation

Chapter 5 and chapter 6 have introduced the novel Independent algorithm and the fundamental
architectural design of the necsim-rust simulation package. This chapter introduces the imple-
mentation and parallelisation strategies that we evaluate in chapter 8. In particular, section 7.1
explains how the Independent algorithm can be used as a replacement for the traditionally mono-
lithic necsim and Gillespie algorithms, which require global knowledge. Next, section 7.2 describes
how MPI can be used as a partitioning backend, while section 7.3 introduces the parallelisation
strategies we have implemented. Section 7.4 shows how the embarrassingly parallel nature of the
Independent algorithm can be exploited on the GPU. Finally, the rustcoalescence command-line
tool, which allows the user to launch the most common simulations, is presented in section 7.5.

7.1 Implementing the Independent Algorithm

The Independent algorithm is embarrassingly parallel and trades dependencies between individu-
als for redundant simulation work. While the traditional monolithic algorithms simulate all indi-
viduals simultaneously using globally consistent knowledge, the Independent algorithm simulates
every individual on their own. This fundamental difference creates the following challenges:

1. Redundancy: Since the Independent algorithm does not detect coalescence internally, it
simulates both the child and parent individual after their collision. We must minimise this
duplication of work to allow the Independent algorithm to compete at all.

2. Event Ordering: Since every individual is simulated on its own, events from different indi-
viduals are not produced in sorted order. However, in section 6.2 we have guaranteed that
analysis reporters receive events in sorted order. Therefore, we must sort all events first.

3. Coalescence: The monolithic algorithms report both move and coalescence events as dis-
persals. Since the Independent algorithm does not detect coalescence internally, it cannot
provide this distinction. Still, we must design the algorithm to allow any analysis reporters
to reconstruct coalescence events from the sorted event stream.

7.1.1 Deduplicating Redundant Individuals

To simulate multiple individuals, the Independent algorithm is applied to each of them. Instead of
simulating each individual in one go, they can also each be simulated a few steps at a time:

1 def simulate_independent(remaining_individuals, landscape, rng, reporter):
2 while Some(individual) = remaining_individuals.pop():
3 if not independent_algorithm(
4 individual, rng, landscape, reporter, early_stop=(steps >= 10)
5 ).has_speciated():
6 remaining_individuals.append(individual)
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In this outer loop, we do know about the other individuals that we are simulating locally. There-
fore, we can deduplicate individuals that have already coalesced in this loop. Since redundant
work does not affect the correctness of the algorithm, we can use a deduplication mechanism that
does not detect all duplicates immediately. To be precise, we use a fixed-size direct-mapped cache
to check if any other individual has recently followed the same trajectory.

After N steps, different individuals have sampled their N th event at very different time points.
Therefore, checking for duplication of the individuals themselves would be very inefficient. In-
stead, we use an individual’s minimum speciation sample as a cheaper measure of duplication.
This minimum speciation sample is the triple (smin, tmin, (x, y, i)min) of the minimum random
number smin ∼ U(0, 1) that the individual has drawn to check for speciation, as well as the time
and location at which smin was drawn. Since an individual’s location and time entirely determ-
ine the random numbers generated in the Independent algorithm, a parent and child individual
that have coalesced eventually draw the same minimum speciation sample. The minimum is reset
periodically to reduce the time until the next minimum is drawn and duplication is detected.

7.1.2 Sorting Events using the Water-Level Algorithm

In the Independent algorithm, every individual produces their events in sorted order. Across indi-
viduals, we need to reimpose this ordering manually. We might naïvely produce all events, store
them in a buffer, sort them and finally report them. However, this approach is only practical for
a small number of events, i.e. a small number of individuals and a high speciation probability ν.
Instead, we use the incremental Water-Level algorithm shown in Figure 7.1 and Appendix G.1.
This algorithm uses the total event rate of all remaining individuals to predict how far the simula-
tion should advance to generate roughly W events during the next iteration. Then, all events that
occur between the previous and this new water level time, wi ≥ tevent > wi−1, (and only those)
are produced, buffered, sorted, and reported. As the invariant ‘all events below the water level wi
have already been reported’ is maintained throughout, all events are reported in sorted order.

A B C D

Present

Past Legend:

Dispersal Event

A B C D A B C D A B C D

Next Event Time

Next Water Level

Previous Water Level

Speciation Event

Figure 7.1: The Water-Level algorithm (W = 4) incrementally produces events in sorted order.

A partitioned simulation provides a similar challenge. While the different partitions could com-
municate their events and sort and report them on a root node, this would incur a significant
communication overhead. Furthermore, partitions would then no longer be simulated in com-
plete isolation without communication, a new feature that the novel Independent algorithm adds.
Therefore, partitioned simulations instead write their events to an event log on disk, consisting of
multiple internally sorted files. Note that the static analysis event filter described in section 6.2 is
used to reduce the number of events that are saved to disk. The combined global event stream can
then be analysed in a subsequent event replay, which merge-sorts the different event logs.
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7.1.3 Reporting Coalescence Events Independently

The Independent algorithm does not detect coalescence events. However, analysis reporters that
were written for the traditional monolithic algorithms should also work with the Independent
algorithm with minimal changes. Therefore, we have designed the Independent algorithm to
provide the following guarantees, allowing coalescence to be detected in the event stream:

1. As events are reported in sorted order, duplicate events from duplicate individuals are directly
adjacent in the event stream. Only individuals who have coalesced report duplicate events.

2. Therefore, event reporters can deduplicate the event stream in constant space and time by
remembering the previous event in the stream.

3. The deduplication mechanism described in section 7.1.1 can only detect duplicate individuals
once both have sampled the next event. We guarantee that this event, which directly follows
coalescence, is always reported for both the parent and child individual.

4. If events were sorted by the time of the next event, coalescence could be detected immedi-
ately. A dispersal event with coalescence would then be adjacent to the parent’s prior event as
both events would share the time of the next event, the parent’s birth. However, this sorting
order would be unintuitive, require buffering one event per individual, and would unfairly
disadvantage the monolithic algorithms, which produce events in natural sorted order.

5. Events are sorted lexicographically by event time first and prior event time second. Amongst
the duplicates of the event that follows coalescence, the parent’s duplicate comes before the
child’s. Therefore, event reporters can determine the parent and time of the coalescence in
constant space and time by remembering the first event in the current stream of duplicates.

6. Duplicate events, which come more than one event after coalescence, all have the same prior
event time, which clearly identifies them as events without coalescence.

7.2 The MPI partitioning backend

The simulation partitioning system in necsim-rust is primarly designed for message-passing par-
allelism. Specifically, the LocalPartition trait, which must be implemented by a partitioning
backend, connects the EmigrationExit and ImmigrationEntry components of different parallel
partitions. We use the Message Passing Interface from section 3.2.4 as an example backend.

The MPI partitioning backend directly maps the process ranks inside the MPI universe into
simulation partition ranks, which collaborate on the simulation. For reporting, the process with
rank 0 is designated as the root process. Every process uses a local event log to write its events
to disk. Suppose now that we know at compile time that the analysis reporters require progress
events. In this case, non-root processes use immediate (non-blocking) point-to-point sends to
periodically forward their local progress to the root. The root process uses immediate probing
receives to capture and combine the progress updates, which it then forwards live to the reporter.
Crucially, no live reporting occurs on the non-root processes, and progress events are only reported
live on the root node. It is also worth noting that the simulation internally keeps a migration
balance to ensure that the global progress is not affected by migrations between processes.

Every process has one immigrating individual inbox and one outgoing emigrating individual
postbox for every other partition. The processes use immediate synchronous point-to-point mes-
sages to send emigrating individuals to their target process. We use non-blocking sends with
synchronous receipts to ensure that the migration target process must have received the immigrat-
ing individuals before the origin process can send the next ones, whilst also not blocking on these
message sends. The synchronous receipts are essential to avoid losing migrating individuals in
race conditions. Migrations are also rate-limited and are sent in batches, both to improve perform-
ance. However, any parallelisation algorithm can also force the immediate delivery of migrating
individuals, e.g. when there is no local work left to do.

The synchronisation between the different simulation partitions is a crucial feature in most
parallelisation algorithms. The MPI partitioning backend translates the global voting methods
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provided by the LocalPartition trait into synchronous universe-wide reduction operations. A
similar approach is used to implement the wait_for_termination() method:

• A partition must wait if there are any unprocessed outgoing or incoming migrating individu-
als. The LocalPartition does not synchronise in this case.

• A partition asynchronously votes to wait iff it has sent off emigrating individuals to another
partition since the last vote to terminate. This nay vote avoids the following race condition:

1. Partition Ptarget finishes its local work and votes to terminate.
2. Porigin sends an emigrating individual off to Ptarget.
3. Ptarget receives the immigrating individual from Porigin.
4. Porigin finishes its local work and votes to terminate.
5. The vote to terminate succeeds, and Porigin quits the simulation.
6. Ptarget still runs, then tries to send off an emigrating individual back to Porigin.
7. Since Porigin has already terminated, the send fails, and the simulation is deadlocked.

• The method only allows a partition to terminate if all partitions have voted to terminate in
this round, no individuals are still in flight, and there were no migrations during this round.

7.3 The Simulation Parallelisation Strategies

7.3.1 The Monolithic Algorithms

This project implements and compares three different monolithic algorithms: the Classical coales-
cence algorithm (2.3) that necsim (4.1) implements, and the “Next-Reaction” Gillespie and Skip-
pingGillespie algorithms described in section 5.1 and Appendix G.2. The SkippingGillespie al-
gorithm skips no-coalescence dispersal events within the same deme. All three of these algorithms
use a consistent global state to check for coalescence, which must be synchronised across parallel
partitions. The Classical coalescence algorithm is shown below for reference:

1 def initialise_classical(simulation):
2 return simulation.landscape.generate_current_population()
3

4 def simulate_classical(individuals, time, landscape, rng, reporter):
5 while len(individuals) > 0:
6 # Sample the time of the next event (assuming a constant event rate)
7 time -= rng.exp(landscape.lambda * len(individuals))
8

9 # Sample the next individual uniformly (event rate is homogeneous)
10 individual = individuals.remove(rng.randint(len(individuals)))
11

12 # Sample and report the individual's next event
13 if rng.sample_random_event(landscape.nu(individual.location)):
14 reporter.report(time, individual.speciate())
15 else:
16 individual.disperse(landscape, rng)
17

18 parent = landscape.individual_at(individual.location, individuals)
19

20 # Check for coalescence with another individual
21 if parent is not None:
22 reporter.report(time, individual.coalescence(parent))
23 else:
24 reporter.report(time, individual.move())
25

26 individuals.append(individual)
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The Lockstep Strategy

The simplest monolithic parallelisation strategy is pessimistic and runs all partitions in sequen-
tial lockstep (e.g. to split RAM usage). Specifically, every partition peeks ahead in time by one
local event. Then, all partitions synchronously vote on the global next event. Only the partition
with this next event is allowed to perform the next step. Afterwards, all partitions synchronously
participate in the possible migration following this step. The entire process repeated until none
of the partitions has any individuals left to simulate. Please refer to Appendix G.4 for a detailed
implementation.

The Optimistic Strategy

The Lockstep strategy is pessimistic as it assumes that there is a migration between partitions at
every step. However, the opposite can be assumed as well. Our Optimistic strategy is inspired by
Bauer’s examination [7] of how individual Gillespie simulation steps can be executed optimistically
in parallel on multiple cores (4.5.2). However, this implementation expands the idea of exploiting
the potential independence between partitions to larger time frames. For instance, every partition
might be an island far away from all other habitat. In that case, there would actually be very few or
no migrations between partitions. Therefore, it should be much more efficient to run the partitions
independently for longer periods.

The Optimistic strategy, as shown in Appendix G.5, takes this gamble and bets that no migra-
tions will occur in the time interval si ≥ tevent > si−1. Every partition simulates independently
from si until si−1, when migrations are finally communicated. If there were no migrations, the
bet has paid off, and the process is continued for (si−2; si−1]. However, if migrations did occur, all
partitions must roll their simulations back to si. Then, every partition bets that only the already
known migrations will occur in the time interval. The process is then repeated until the bet finally
succeeds. It is worth noting that this strategy has to roll back once for every migration that occurs.

The Optimistic Lockstep Strategy

This strategy provides a compromise between pessimistic and optimistic parallelisation. Every
partition independently simulates until its first emigration event. Then, all partitions vote on the
first global emigration. Every partition whose emigration would come later in the event stream
first rolls back. Then, it advances its rollback state to just before the next global emigration event.
While this strategy also requires one rollback for every migration, it checks its bets and advances
its safe rollback state more frequently than the purely optimistic strategy.

The Averaging Strategy

The Gillespie algorithm was originally designed for simulating well-mixed chemical reactants. Rid-
wan, Krishnan and Dhar parallelise Gillespie’s “Direct” Method [8] by (1) partitioning the simula-
tion domain and (2) periodically averaging over all partitions to restore the well-mixedness (4.5.2).
In a biodiversity simulation, however, individuals are not necessarily uniformly distributed across
space and may show location-dependent behaviour. Therefore, we cannot simply globally aver-
age out individuals. However, we can average out inter-partition migrations if the partitions are
assumed to be closed systems in between the averaging time points:

(a) Dispersal probabilities are renormalised such that dispersal only occurs within each partition,
making them closed systems. Some randomly picked individuals then randomly migrate
to different partitions at every averaging point to account for this change to the dispersal
distribution. However, this approach is challenging to implement. Which individuals migrate
when from where to which other partition can be location-dependent and must support
any arbitrary dispersal kernel. Furthermore, this method underestimates biodiversity, as
coalescence events occur more frequently in the confined closed partitions.
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(b) In the second approach, emigrations occur as usual. However, their corresponding immig-
ration events are delayed and pushed together in time such that they only occur at the av-
eraging time points. In practice, individuals enter a metaphysical state during emigration,
which they only exit at the next averaging point. As coalescence events cannot occur to these
emigrating individuals, this method overestimates biodiversity. However, this approach does
use the correct location-dependent dispersal probabilities and is easier to implement.

For simplicity, we have only implemented and analysed the second option in this project.

7.3.2 The Independent Algorithm

In the Independent algorithm, every individual is simulated independently. In particular, the tra-
jectory of every individual is independent of all other individuals. It can be perfectly reproduced
irrespective of when or how often it is computed. Therefore, partitions are not required to syn-
chronise with each other or communicate at all. However, if we introduce some communication
between partitions, we can use the deduplication cache described in section 7.1.1 to deduplicate
individuals across partitions. This trade-off between redundancy and communication is explored
in several parallelisation strategies for the Independent algorithm, which all share the same outer
structure:

1 def simulate_independent_parallel(landscape, rng, parallelism, event_log):
2 # Generate only the individuals assigned to this partition
3 individuals = landscape.generate_current_population(parallelism.rank())
4

5 # Synchronise and loop while the simulation has not finished globally
6 while not parallelism.all_done(len(individuals)):
7 while len(slow_individuals) > 0:
8 simulated_individual = independent_algorithm(
9 individuals.pop(), rng, landscape,

10 reporter=event_log,
11 )
12

13 # Perform migration between the simulation's partitions
14 if simulated_individual.has_emigrated():
15 parallelism.emigrate(simulated_individual)
16

17 for immigrant in parallelism.immigrants():
18 individuals.append(immigrant)

This project implements the following semi-internal parallelisation strategies:

1. Individuals: The set of individuals is partitioned with no regard to their starting locations.
Since every partition is assigned a fixed subset of individuals, no communication between
partitions occurs (apart from bookkeeping like progress reporting to the root process).

2. Landscape: The landscape is partitioned such that every partition is responsible for mod-
elling the individuals living in a spatially coherent [124] subset of the landscape. When
individuals disperse between locations assigned to different partitions, they also have to mi-
grate between sub-simulations. In contrast to the monolithic parallelisation algorithms, the
partitions are not required to perform the migrations of the independent individuals in any
particular order, which reduces the amount of synchronisation that is needed.

3. Probabilistic: The landscape is partitioned like in the Landscape variant, and every location
is assigned to a particular partition. However, each emigrating individual only emigrates
to a different sub-simulation with probability p. This parameter p allows us to explore the
trade-off between communication and redundancy and analyse hybrid methods. If p = 1, this
approach is equivalent to the Landscape variant, while it is similar to the Individuals variant
if p = 0. Note that the choice of whether to physically migrate to a different sub-simulation
is deterministic. Therefore, duplicate individuals all physically migrate simultaneously.
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Additionally, this project also offers two external parallelisation strategies: IsolatedIndividuals
and IsolatedLandscape. These strategies initially partition the set of all individuals just like their
namesakes. However, after initialisation, every individual remains in the sub-simulation it was
originally assigned to, and no physical migration occurs. Both variants are parameterised by the
number of partitions and rank of the sub-simulation that is to be simulated. Therefore, they can be
employed when communication between different partitions is impossible, e.g. in a batch system.

7.4 The Independent Algorithm on the GPU

We have designed the Independent algorithm to be embarrassingly parallel. Therefore, it directly
maps onto the data parallel SIMD architecture of GPUs: every individual is simulated independ-
ently on a separate CUDA thread. This method can be seen as both internal and external paral-
lelism: Every thread simulates an entirely independent single-individual simulation, all of which
are part of the same model. The CPU is only used to launch batches of individuals, forward events
from the GPU to reporters on the CPU, and perform the individual deduplication.

Rust support for CUDA is still in its infancy. Section 3.2.3 has introduced the existing solutions
to implement and launch CUDA kernels, all of which require a significant amount of unsafe
Rust code. However, we want to ensure that (most) component implementations written for
the CPU can also be safely used on the GPU. Therefore, we have developed a new Rust crate
called rust-cuda as part of this project, which allows us to safely build a simulation on the CPU,
safely transfer it to the GPU, and safely get the results back for reporting on the CPU. Specifically,
rust-cuda provides the automatically derivable RustToCuda and CudaAsRust traits which enable
the safe transfer of a Rust data structure with heap allocations, e.g. the simulation, from the CPU to
the GPU. This trait internally takes care of all memory allocation and movement. The LendToCuda
and BorrowFromRust traits can then be used to safely share a data structure between the CPU and
GPU. One crucial aspect of Rust’s memory safety is its mutability and borrowing system, which is
explained in Appendix E. rust-cuda extends the borrowing system to the GPU:

1. Data structures that the CPU immutably lends to CUDA are also immutable on the GPU.

2. Data structures that the CPU mutably lends to CUDA are also mutable on the GPU:

(a) Every thread gets its own mutable shallow copy of the data structure to avoid aliasing
conflicts. Shallow updates are not communicated back to the CPU.

(b) Any heap-allocated parts of the data structure are shared mutably between all threads
on the GPU. Therefore, the kernel code is only safe iff there are no race conditions with
any aliased accesses. Heap updates are communicated back to the CPU.

3. rust-cuda also provides a special helper CudaExchangeBuffer<T> struct which is optimised
for frequent data movement between the CPU and GPU. Data structures containing this type
are wrapped inside a ExchangeWithCudaWrapper<T> struct, which uses a finite state machine
of types to guarantee that the data is only owned by either the CPU or GPU.

Remark: Generic types and functions are a crucial feature of Rust (3.1.1). At the time of writing,
the Rust compiler only specialises generic functions across CPU libraries but does not yet support
generic GPU kernels. However, this project’s simulation architecture has been designed around a
generic component system to easily support any combination of simulation scenarios, algorithms
and component implementations. As a workaround, this project uses a custom linker wrapper that
detects the specialised kernel types that the CPU code requires and coordinates the CUDA kernel
compilation to produce the requested specialised versions. This system could be integrated with
rust-cuda in future work and provide support for safe generic CUDA kernels in Rust.

CUDA threads in the same thread block have to share resources amongst each other (Appendix F).
In this project, the high register usage of the simulation kernel limits the maximum launch capacity
of the GPU. However, many of these registers just store simulation parameters which are known at
launch time and constant throughout the kernel’s execution. These constants could be placed into
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constant memory by manually playing compiler and adapting the kernel code. Instead, we have
implemented an optional lightweight Just-In-Time compilation step which inserts the launch-time
constants into the existing PTX code. When a CUDA kernel is launched, the CUDA driver first
compiles the kernel from PTX assembly to the GPU-specific binary. It is then able to perform
constant propagation, reduce the register usage, and increase the launch capacity:

scenario / reporting progress events only +speciation events all events types
NonSpatial 70(896)→ 54(1024) 70(896)→ 54(1024) 75(768)→ 54(1024)

SpatiallyImplicit 77(768)→ 53(1024) 77(768)→ 53(1024) 87(640)→ 56(1024)
AlmostInfinite 68(896)→ 57(1024) 68(896)→ 57(1024) 74(768)→ 56(1024)

SpatiallyExplicit 88(640)→ 54(1024) 88(640)→ 54(1024) 90(640)→ 60(1024)

Table 7.1: Register usage (and maximum number of threads per block) without and with PTX
JIT. Results are device-dependent and were generated on a GeForce GTX 1080 with CUDA 11.2.

7.5 Command-Line Interface

In addition to the the necsim-rust simulation library, we have also implemented a user-friendly
command-line interface, which is called rustcoalescence. This front-end initialises the most com-
mon simulation scenarios and algorithms using the component system provided by necsim-rust.

pycoalescence and the necsim library use the GDAL geospatial library [134] to load spatially-
explicit GeoTif map files. However, GDAL requires a non-trivial installation process that does not
fit into Rust’s user-friendly dependency management system cargo. Therefore, rustcoalescence
avoids this heavy dependency and instead reimplements the required functionality to load habitat
and dispersal map files. It also provides different map loading modes to patch up minor inconsist-
encies and improve compatibility with necsim’s weaker validation checks.

rustcoalescence’s most significant feature is the configuration options it exposes to the end
user. These options configure the provided algorithms, load analysis reporters as dynamic plugins,
launch partitioned simulations and replay existing event logs. A traditional one-dimensional com-
mand line interface proved to be insufficient to represent all options. Instead, rustcoalescence
accepts a configuration string written in the strongly typed Rusty Object Notation [135] format:

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
speciation: 0.01,
sample: 1.0,
seed: 42,

algorithm: Independent(step_slice: 10),

scenario: SpatiallyExplicit(
habitat: "maps/madingley/fg0size12/habitat.tif",
dispersal: "maps/madingley/fg0size12/dispersal.tif",

),

reporters: [ Plugin(
library: "libnecsim_plugins_common.so",
reporters: [ Progress(), Counter(), Biodiversity() ],

) ],
)'

The configuration format is directly defined by the scenarios and algorithms and their strongly
typed parameters. For instance, the speciation probability ν is of the reified type ClosedUnitF64,
which can only store values in [0.0; 1.0]. When rustcoalescence parses the configuration, all
parameters are immediately fully validated by the type initialisation code. This design separates
the responsibility of parameter definition and validation from the CLI and reduces code duplication.
Please refer to Appendix H for more examples of how to use rustcoalescence.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation

This chapter analyses and evaluates the different algorithms that we have implemented in necsim-
rust. First, section 8.1 and section 8.2 cover the correctness checks that necsim-rust has under-
gone. In particular, section 8.2.1 evaluates the quality of the stream of random numbers that the
primeable PRNG (5.2.1) produces in the Independent algorithm. Second, section 8.3 analyses
the performance of the event generation, while section 8.4 finds sweet spot parameters for all
algorithms. Fourth, the scalability of all five algorithms and their parallelisation strategies is eval-
uated in section 8.5. Finally, section 8.6 explores how much further this project has pushed the
limit of neutral biodiversity simulations. We have provided all analysis scripts, results and (many
more) graphs in the analysis/ folder of this project.

8.1 Implementation Correctness

The Rust programming language was purposefully chosen for this project as it provides additional
safety guarantees and simplifies verification. We have employed the compiler to check assumptions
in our simulation component system (6.1) and reified assumptions types such as PositiveF64.

At the time of writing (commit #2e352ff), the core architecture of necsim-rust, called necsim-
core, contains 26 preconditions and 59 postconditions. Additionally, the component implement-
ations contain 37 preconditions and 34 postconditions. These Hoare triples are checked in debug
builds at runtime using the contracts crate [72]. One of the most checked assumptions is that a
given location is contained within the habitat.

Overall, the necsim-rust library has been tested extensively using both dynamically-checked
Hoare triples and statistical system analysis, which is described in section 8.2. However, unit
testing has so far only been applied sparsely.

8.2 Statistical Correctness

8.2.1 Randomness in the Independent Algorithm

The Independent algorithm uses a PrimeableRng. As the prime() method frequently resets the
PRNG’s inner state, it is important to test whether it still produces high-quality random numbers.

PRNG construction and Avalanching

The default PRNG that the Independent algorithm uses is based on the WyHash function, WyRand
RNG [136] and their Rust implementation [137]. In particular, the prime() method uses wyhash(
seed, indexed_location.map_to_u64(), time.map_to_u64()) to reset the RNG’s internal 64
bit state. The next() method then uses this internal state as a counter that is hashed again to
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produce the next random sample. While WyRand passes both the TestU01 [45] and Practrand [46]
testsuites [136], its state update function only uses a weak hash function. The left avalanching plot
(2.6.1) in Figure 8.1 clearly shows some non-uniform patterns. To improve the avalanching, we
have added seahash’s diffusion function [138] as an additional output function to necsim-rust’s
PRNG implementation. Our next() function has clearly improved avalanching behaviour, as the
right avalanching plot in Figure 8.1 shows. The prime() function immediately fulfils the strict
avalanche criterion (2.6.1) without requiring any improvements.
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Figure 8.1: Avalanche diagrams for the next() function of the primable PRNG. On the left, the
weak avalaching using the raw WyRand state update and output function is shown. The right plot

displays the strong avalanching of using the seahash diffusion as an additional output function.

Tests of Randomness

The rustcoalescence command-line interface uses two pseudo-random number generators. We
use the 64bit SetseqDXsM12864 RNG from the PCG family for the monolithic algorithms, since it
supports independent per-partition streams. For the Independent algorithm, the custom primeable
WyRand + Seahash RNG combination (8.2.1) is used. Both PCG [139] and WyRand [136] have
been shown to pass the TestU01 [45] and PractRand [46] test suites. For this project, we test four
different PRNG variants using the TestU01 [45], PractRand [46], Dieharder [47] and Ent [48]
randomness test suites:

ENT die- Pract TestU01
10MB x 1000 harder Rand Small Crush Big

(1) PCG next p=52.3% (pass) 143/144 512GB 10/10 94/96 159/160
(2a) W+S next p=60.6% (pass) 142/144 512GB 10/10 96/96 159/160

(2b) W+S prime p=57.4% (pass) 143/144 512GB 10/10 94/96 160/160
(2c) W+S prime, fixed p=91.2% (weak) 139/144 256GB 10/10 95/96 159/160

Table 8.1: Test results from four randomness test suites. For ENT, only the p-values are analysed.
Since TestU01 is designed for 32bit PRNGs only, the lower and upper 32bits are tested separately.

Failures from both are added up, regardless if both halves displayed the same failure or not.

1. PCG: Brooks’ SetseqDXsM12864 PCG RNG implementation [140] is tested as-is. As previously
observed by Lemire [139], it passes the tests, though with a minimal number of failures.

2. WyRand+SeaHash: The improved PRNG that is implemented in necsim-rust is tested:

(a) as-is. As previously observed by Wang [136], it passes the tests, though with a minimal
number of failures. Note that a small number of tests may sometimes randomly fail.
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(b) as a priming PRNG. Here, we analyse the stream of random numbers that a single
individual dispersing inside an infinite landscape generates. An individual might have
to reprime several times with the same location-time-tuple to find all events inside a
repriming interval. The analysis ensures that these deliberate sample repetitions are
not analysed. The analysis shows that the random stream produced by an individual is
of equivalent quality to one produced by PCG or WyRand.

(c) as a priming PRNG without dispersal. This analysis stress tests the quality of the PRNG
when part of its effective state, i.e. its reprime location, is fixed. We observe that both
the ENT and PractRand test suites are able to discover some weaknesses. Nevertheless,
the RNG still performs very well even in this stress test.

Correlation

The primeable PRNG receives highly correlated location-time inputs. As a sanity check, we check
that the PRNG still produces uncorrelated random numbers by comparing the 100-draw random
streams from four individuals across 1000 seeds. The individuals start at locations (0, 0) − (1, 1)
of an infinite landscape with either no or N2(0, 1002) dispersal. In both cases, the Spearman cor-
relation coefficients do not show a statistically significant correlation for a 10% significance level.

8.2.2 Event Statistics

The quality of the generated randomness and correctness of the algorithms can be checked by
analysing the properties of the simulation events. In the following analyses, we check the null
hypothesis H0 that ‘an observed statistic matches our expectation’ by comparing both distributions
using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov [141] (for continuous CDFs) or Chi-square Goodness of Fit [142] (for
discrete CDFs) test. Each test produces a p-value which describes the probability that the observed
values were obtained under H0, i.e. if the simulation works as expected. If H0 holds, the p-values
from independent repetitions of this test should be uniformly distributed over [0; 1]. We perform a
meta-analysis of these tests and use Fisher’s method [143, p. 103] to calculate a combined p-value.
If this combined p-value is not in [5%; 95%], we reject H0 at the 10% significance level.

Turnover and Speciation Times

In a scenario with a constant turnover rate λx,y = λconst, the inter-event times for any individual
(6.2) must be distributed exponentially with rate λconst. The Classical, Gillespie and Independent
algorithms all pass with 1000-repetition p-values of 19.8%, 11.2% and 22.7%, respectively. As an
additional test for consistency, we also tested the SkippingGillespie algorithm, which we expect to
fail as it skips events and consequently has longer inter-event times. Indeed, fails with p ≈ 3.3%.

If the speciation probability is constant as well, the times from the start of the simulation to the
speciation events must be distributed exponentially with rate λconst · νconst. However, we cannot
simply measure the speciation times of any simulation to test this property. When two individuals
coalesce, only the parent is simulated afterwards. Therefore, only the parent has the opportunity
to speciate and report its speciation time. To avoid this bias towards short speciation times, we
disable dispersal in this analysis. Now, all algorithms pass this test with 1000-repetition p-values
of 24.0% (Classical), 46.3% (Gillespie), 65.0% (SkippingGillespie) and 75.2% (Independent).

Uniform Dispersal

In the necsim-rust simulation, the DispersalSampler component samples jumps between loc-
ations. Inside the deme at each location, both movement and coalescence are always sampled
uniformly. In the non-spatial scenario (2.4), dispersal is even uniform over all indexed locations.
Therefore, we can check that in a long-running simulation with few coalescences, every location
and every index within each deme is visited with equal probability. All algorithms pass this test
with 1000-repetition p-values of 24.1% (Classical), 34.2% (Gillespie), 18.5% (SkippingGillespie)
and 14.7% (Independent).
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Normal Dispersal

In the spatially explicit scenario (2.4), individuals live on an infinite landscape and disperse with
N2(0, σ2). In this correctness test, the distribution of all dispersal moves is compared against
a discretised normal distribution. For simplicity, we analyse each axis of the 2d dispersal sep-
arately. All algorithms pass this test with 1000-repetition p-values of (30.1%, 79.5%) (Classical),
(44.1%, 42.6%) (Gillespie), (42.1%, 53.5%) (SkippingGillespie) and (88.6%, 38.6%) (Independent).

8.2.3 Neutral Scenarios

Section 2.4 has introduced the non-spatial, spatially implicit and spatially explicit scenarios. We
now use their analytical solutions (Appendix B) to verify that the simulation produces the expected
species richness. As we use species richness to measure biodiversity (Appendix B), we only refer
to ‘biodiversity’ from now on. We have designed necsim-rust such that the algorithms are imple-
mented separately from the scenarios. Due to this modularity, we avoid checking all combinations
and instead test them separately: If every algorithm correctly simulates one scenario, and one
algorithm simulates every scenario correctly, then all algorithms simulate all scenarios correctly.

Non-Spatial

The non-spatial scenario is the only model whose analytical solution, Equation (B.1), can be re-
produced correctly for all parameter values. Therefore, we use it to verify the correctness of all
algorithms and their parameters. Specifically, the biodiversity measurements from independently
seeded repetitions of the same model should approach a Normal distribution whose mean con-
verges to the expected analytical solution. All algorithms and parameters pass this test.

Spatially Implicit

The spatially implicit scenario models migration from an external static non-spatial metacom-
munity to a local non-spatial community. Crucially, the analytical solution for this scenario, Equa-
tion (B.3), assumes that the metacommunity is of infinite size. As this assumption cannot be
fulfilled, a fixed size metacommunity has to be used. However, a finite dynamic metacommunity
might have the same effect as an infinite static one. While the static approach assumes that the
metacommunity does not change over time, a dynamic metacommunity is simulated simultan-
eously with the local community. We have implemented both approaches to test this hypothesis.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of the static and dynamic spatially implicit simulations for a local
community of size J = 103 and speciation in the metacommity with probability νm = 0.1. The
dynamic metacommunity only gives the closer-to-analytical solution for small Jm and mk → 1.
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Figure 8.2 compares both metacommunity simulations with the analytical solution. When the
metacommunity is large or the migration probability m(A) = mk is low, the metacommunity ap-
pears to be effectively infinite to the reverse-migrating individuals. Both approaches correctly
simulate the model in this case. For small metacommunities and low mk, the static method con-
verges to the expected biodiversity while the dynamic method overestimates it. However, for small
metacommunities and mk → 1, the dynamic method converges to the expected biodiversity while
the static method underestimates it. This observation invites future work to extend the analytical
solution such that it can also be applied to finite metacommunities.

Spatially Explicit

In the spatially explicit model, individuals perform N2(0, σ2) dispersal on an infinite landscape.
Equation (B.9) describes this scenario’s approximate solution. For large σ, the simulation produces
the expected approximate results. For low σ, however, the simulated biodiversity spikes above
the expected value [144]. This behaviour is a fully expected artefact of the discretised normal
dispersal in the simulation. While the model assumes a continuous landscape with sub-integer
dispersal, individuals can only disperse between integer locations in the simulation. For σ → 0,
each location then becomes a closed, island-like deme and gives rise to unique endemic species1.

8.2.4 Convergence

While all algorithms converge to the correct results, they might have different convergence speeds.
As the biodiversity simulation is a Monte Carlo simulation that requires multiple runs to produce
a reliable result, different convergence speeds would affect the effective performance of the dif-
ferent algorithms. For this analysis, each algorithm simulates 10, 000 independent instances of the
NonSpatial(J = 106, ν = 10−3) scenario. As Figure 8.3 shows, all algorithms display very similar if
not equivalent convergence behaviour. In particular, the standard errors of their means converge
at almost identical rates. Therefore, all algorithms provide indistinguishable convergence speeds.
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Figure 8.3: Convergence behaviour of the four algorithms for the NonSpatial(J = 106, ν = 10−3)
scenario. While the left graph plots the convergence of the mean species richness as more results

come in, the right graph displays the decreasing standard error of the mean.

8.3 Event Generation Performance

In this section, we provide a baseline performance evaluation of event generation in the simulation.
All tests were performed on a machine with 16GB of RAM and an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620
v2 @ 3.70GHz processor, which has four cores with two threads each. It also has an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 with 8GB of RAM, 2560 CUDA cores, CUDA 11.2 and compute capability 6.1.

1Private communication from Samuel Thompson suggests to approximate this effect by correcting the speciation probab-
ility to account for dispersal events that do not leave the current location. Since these same-deme dispersals occur roughly

with probability P (Rayleigh(σ) < 0.5), we get an increased speciation probability of ν′(σ) = 1− (1− ν)e
− 1

2·22·σ2
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8.3.1 Independent Exponential Inter-Event Time Sampling

Section 5.2.3 introduces two methods to independently sample exponential inter-event times using
a PrimeableRng. They are implemented in the ExpEventTimeSampler and PoissonEventTime-
Sampler. Both of these algorithms are mathematically equivalent but computationally different.
While the Exponential method has to sample one exponential random number for each event time
it checks, the Poisson method only evaluates the ex function once. Figure 8.4 shows that the
Poisson method provides the overall fastest inter-event sampling on the CPU for λ ≈ 1.0.

It is also worth noting that the Poisson method switches from Devroye’s linear Poisson sampler
[145, p. 505] to the limλ→∞ Poi(λ) ≈ N(λ, λ) approximation around λ ≈ 745 to avoid an f64
underflow. This change in sampling is actually visibile in the CPU’s performance plot in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the performance of the Exponential- and Poisson- based inter-event
samplers on the CPU and GPU. On the CPU, the PoissonEventTimeSampler provides the overall
fastest performance. For turnover rates λ ≥ 4, the ExpEventTimeSampler is slightly faster. On the

GPU, the ExpEventTimeSampler is significantly faster for turnover rates λ > 0.3.

On the GPU, however, the Exponential method is faster for turnover rates λ > 0.3 and provides
the best execution time at λ ≈ 2.0. Why is the optimal method different for both platforms?
Both methods have the same complexity, which is linear with the expected number of reprimes
and the number of events between reprimes. However, while the Exponential method can be
implemented as a single loop, the Poisson method requires nested loops. As GPUs favour uni-
form control flow and punish non-uniform branching, the ExpEventTimeSampler outperforms the
PoissonEventTimeSampler on the GPU. For low turnover rates, i.e. on average zero or one event
per reprime interval, the inner loop to sample the Poisson distribution (Appendix C.3) has almost
uniform branching, and the Exponential method is faster again.

Figure 8.4 also shows that the inter-event time sampling is almost three orders of magnitude
slower on the GPU than on the CPU. Thus, a GPU-specific primeable PRNG, which does not rely on
emulated 64bit arithmetic [83, pp. 117-120], might be able to reduce this performance gap.

8.3.2 Event Reporting Performance Baseline

Our necsim-rust simulation library reports events (6.2), which we can analyse in several ways:

1. The simulation.simulate(reporter) method can be specialised for a specific analysis re-
porter type. This fixes the analysis at compile time and allows rustc to inline the analysis.

2. Instead, we can use our dynamic plugin system, which loads analysis reporters at runtime as
dynamic libraries. In this approach, the compiler can at best produce an optimised code path
based on the selection of event types that the simulation has to generate and report.

3. The events can also be written to an on-disk event log, postponing analysis to a future replay.

To analyse events produced on the GPU using the above methods, our implementation first moves
them to the CPU. Therefore, we also analyse the CPU-GPU data movement. In this test, we simulate
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J = 105 individuals with ν = 10−3 without dispersal. Consequently, we should produce 108 events
on average. We also record and analyse one GPU execution using the NVIDIA Nsight Systems
profiler:

progress events only +speciation events all event types
CPU Compiled Analysis 51.45s ± 0.44s 51.55s ± 0.40s 53.24s ± 0.58s
CPU Analysis Plugins 51.62s ± 0.52s 52.0s ± 0.49s 55.18s ± 0.57s

CPU Event Log 51.64s ± 0.51s 51.74s ± 0.36s 75.05s ± 0.48s
Event Log size no event log 3.95MB ± 313.59kB 5.57GB ± 17.33MB

GPU Analysis Plugins 0.64s ± 0.01s 0.64s ± 0.01s 25.82s ± 0.24s
memcpy/launch (%GPU) 655kB (2.7%) 983kB (3.9%) 92.7MB (81.7%)
kernel|memcpy (%CPU) 67.95% | too small 65.48% | 0.60% 2.78% | 11.59%

Table 8.2: Performance of different reporting methods and increasing event requirements
analysed over 160 runs. Reporting dispersal events greatly slows down the GPU and the event log.

First, Table 8.2 shows that compiling the analysis into the simulation is the best reporting strategy
on the CPU. However, it is only 1 − 4% faster than using the more user-friendly dynamic analysis
plugins that we can easily swap out within seconds. Second, writing just speciation events to an
on-disk event log has a similar performance penalty as using plugins. However, logging dispersal
events incurs a 45% runtime increase and requires an enormous amount of disk space.

The GPU massively outperforms all CPU analysis methods if we only analyse progress and spe-
ciation events. However, reporting dispersal events increases the execution time forty-fold. Where
does this performance hit come from? On the GPU, reporting dispersal increases the memory trans-
fers by two orders of magnitude, which consume 81.7% of the GPU’s execution time. However,
these transfers only take up 11.6% of the overall execution time on the CPU. The actual bottleneck
is sorting all events in the Water-Level algorithm, which takes up 74.6% of the execution time. To
put it simply, the CPU just cannot keep up with the GPU’s event production.

8.3.3 Event Throughput Baseline

We now analyse the event production throughput of all single-machine algorithms across three
scenarios. In order to get a fair neutral baseline, we simulate and perf only J = 106 individuals:

Non-Spatial Spatially Explicit Spatially Explicit Map
with deme = 100 with N2(0, 102) with fg0size12 (8.4)

Classical 3271± 136 2711± 25 3680± 119
Bottleneck (%CPU) 25% individual pop 23% dispersal 15% individual pop

Gillespie 1084± 9 883± 17 1224± 17
Bottleneck (%CPU) 24% heapify 32% heapify 22% heapify
SkippingGillespie 1053± 9 865± 6 1153± 12
Bottleneck (%CPU) 24% heapify 31% heapify 50% simulation setup
Independent (CPU) 1488± 21 1424± 11 2838± 16

Raw Throughput 2634± 37 2167± 15 2839± 16
Bottleneck (%CPU) 41% event sorting 33% event sorting 41% event sorting
Independent (GPU) 427± 5 593± 7 2707± 17

Raw Throughput 895± 11 1026± 11 2708± 17
Bottleneck (%CPU) 33% event memcpy 29% event memcpy 37% event sorting

Table 8.3: Event throughput in 103 × events/s for different algorithms and scenarios with
J = 106 individuals and ν = 10−3 over 160 runs. For the Independent algorithm, the raw CPU

and GPU throughput (before event deduplication) is also listed. The Classical algorithm is fastest.

Table 8.3 shows that the Classical algorithm has the highest baseline throughput of all algorithms.
The Independent algorithm on the CPU comes in second. We can infer from its raw throughput
that more than a third of all reported events in densely populated models were duplicates, while it
almost reached full throughput on the sparse spatially explicit map. In third and fourth place, we
have the Gillespie and SkippingGillespie algorithms, respectively. Since both require additional
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work to calculate event rates and queue event times, they have the lowest throughput on the CPU.
Finally, there is the Independent algorithm on the GPU, which comes in last. This low performance
is not unexpected since we analyse dispersal events to compute the throughput, which first have
to be moved to and sorted on the CPU (Table 8.2). Like on the CPU, the GPU’s raw throughput
shows that around half of all reported events were duplicates in dense scenarios.

We can further observe that all CPU algorithms struggle with the spatially explicit model. In
this scenario, each location only houses one individual that performs N2 dispersal. In contrast,
all implementations perform best on the sparsely populated spatially explicit map. Finally, the
Independent algorithm’s performance is limited by event reporting on the CPU.

8.4 Configuration Sweetspot Analysis

Most algorithms and parallelisation strategies implemented in rustcoalescence are configurable.
In this section, we explore the effects of all parameters on the simulation performance and try to
find the sweet spots. We also provide valuable insight into the tradeoff between data dependencies
and redundancy. While most options can be considered independently, many indirectly interact
and perform differently depending on the model we are simulating. We have only had the time to
explore each option separately instead of their exponentially many combinations. Therefore, these
sweet spots should be considered good starting points for further tuning.

We have performed all sweet spot tests on machines in the Imperial College London Research
Computing Service’s HPC cluster, which have 1TB of RAM and provide two sockets with AMD EPYC
7742 64-core processors @ 2.95GHz and two threads per core. As all parallel MPI simulations
were run on single large nodes, we report the lower bound effect of communication costs. CUDA
simulations use NVIDIA Quadro P1000 GPUs, which have CUDA 11.0, 4GB of RAM, 640 CUDA
cores and compute capability 6.1. To compromise between the breadth of our analyses and the
statistical quality of each singular one, we have repeated every experiment at least ten times.
All graphs plot both the median result curve and the standard deviation interval around the mean.
Finally, we are only analysing speciation events. Note that this means that the GPU implementation
does not incur the significant performance drop from memory movement and event sorting (8.3.2).
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Figure 8.5: Example habitat map which shows the global distribution of herbivore (plant-eating)
endotherm (‘warm-blooded’) animals that weigh between 6.1kg and 12.3kg, e.g. koalas.

To evaluate the real-life performance of the algorithms, we test them on spatially explicit habitat
and dispersal maps from an existing dataset. Specifically, we use the fg0size12 map (Figure 8.5)
created by Hintzen [146] using the Madingley Model [147], a general ecosystems model which
is able to produce realistic species distribution patterns on a global scale. This map has 4.2 · 109

individuals spread over just 180 × 64 locations. We quasi-randomly subsample this population for
experiments with smaller domains. Note that since this map has very large demes, which are only
sparsely populated in most analyses, we expect the SkippingGillespie algorithm to perform well.
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8.4.1 The Parallelised Monolithic Algorithms

While the sequential monolithic algorithms have no configuration options, the OptimisticLockstep
and Averaging strategies are both parameterised by their synchronisation frequencies.

The OptimisticLockstep strategy (7.3.1) scales very badly on this highly connected map, so we
only tested it for 5, 000 up to 20, 000 individuals. Overall, it was fastest for delta_sync ≈ 20.0. With
an increasing number of partitions, this sweet spot moves higher, while more individuals lower it.
It is also worth noting that increasing the number of partitions further slows down this strategy.

The Averaging strategy (7.3.1) trades off accuracy for performance. Figure 8.6 shows the
execution times and biodiversity for increasing averaging intervals and degrees of parallelism. As
expected, more partitions and longer independent intervals increase performance but result in an
increasing overestimate of biodiversity. An averaging interval of delta_sync ≈ 1.0 provides a good
compromise between performance and very little approximation error – at least for λx,y = 0.5.
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Figure 8.6: Execution time (left) and biodiversity (right) for different averaging intervals in the
parallelised SkippingGillespie algorithm for J = 108 individuals, ν = 10−6 and λ = 0.5. As the

averaging interval and the number of partitions increase, execution time decreases but the
approximate biodiversity measurements also increasingly diverge from the expected value.

8.4.2 The Independent Algorithm on the CPU

We test the Independent algorithm’s (7.1) parallelism-independent parameters on a single CPU:

• delta_t: The global sweet spot for the RNG
repriming interval length lies around 2.0.
For λ = 0.5, the event rate per repriming in-
terval becomes 1.0, matching the sweet spot
that was observed in section 8.3.1 for the
PoissonEventTimeSampler on the CPU.

• dedup_capacity: We choose an individual
deduplication cache that has one space
for every individual. While lower capacit-
ies reduce performance, larger caches only
provide diminishing returns as RAM usage
and random-access costs increase. This
highlights the importance of some local de-
duplication, i.e. that simulating individuals
entirely communication-free is not practical
when processing many individuals.
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Figure 8.7: Execution times for increasing
simulation step intervals between checking for
individual duplication. For J = 106 individuals
and ν = 10−6, the sweetspot is at 10/11 steps.

• step_slice: The step slice sets the (maximum) number of steps each individual simulates
independently before checking the deduplication cache and resetting its minimum speciation
sample (7.1.1). Figure 8.7 shows that performing ten steps independently is optimal, even
though this also means coalesced individuals often duplicate the next ten events at least.
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• event_slice: This parameter specifies the average number of events that will be produced,
buffered and sorted on every iteration of the Water-Level algorithm (7.1.2). The noisy ana-
lysis data only suggests that the sweet spot lies between J and 10J . Smaller buffers have
significantly worse performance, and more sorting increases execution times for larger ones.
Note that if we only analyse speciation events, a buffer that is smaller by a factor of ν suffices.

8.4.3 The Probabilistically Communicating Independent Algorithm

The Independent algorithm’s Probabilistic parallelisation strategy (7.3.2) is parameterised by the
communication probability Ψ. Figure 8.8 shows the simulation’s performance for increasing Ψ
and parallelism. From the left graph, we can see that adding in some communication is beneficial
when there are many densely packed individuals that frequently coalesce. Using Ψ > 25% does not
appear to provide any further benefits, however. In the right graph, we approximate the later stage
of the simulation using fewer, sparsely distributed individuals. Here, we can see that less commu-
nication improves performance when there are ≥ 8 partitions. Intuitively, most individuals do not
coalesce at this stage of the simulation, and it is better to simulate some redundant individuals
instead of communicating their migrations. Overall, we choose Ψ = 25% as the sweet spot.
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Figure 8.8: Execution times for different communication probabilities Ψ in the parallelised
Independent algorithm for ν = 10−6. The left graph shows that for a large number of

densely-packed individuals, adding some communication is beneficial. For fewer and sparser
individuals and larger degrees of parallelism (right), less communication is beneficial.

8.4.4 The Independent Algorithm on a CUDA GPU

The GPU version of the Independent algorithm (7.4) is configured similarly to the CPU version:

• delta_t: As predicted by section 8.3.1,
the GPU’s sweet spot is larger than the
CPU’s and lies around 3.0.

• dedup_capacity: The size 0.1J is best.

• step_slice: The GPU favours longer
independent intervals of 150 steps.

• event_slice: On the GPU, a larger buf-
fer of size 20J is optimal as it too en-
ables longer independent intervals.

• block_size × grid_size: Figure 8.9
shows that launching 64 × 64 threads
is optimal, which suggests that each
thread is using the integer compute re-
sources of multiple threads.
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Figure 8.9: Execution times for different CUDA
launch configurations for J = 106 and ν = 10−6.

Launching only 32− 128 threads/block is optimal.

• ptx_jit: As Table 7.1 shows, JIT compiling simulation parameter reduces register pressure.
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8.5 Scalability Analysis

In this section, we analyse the scaling of all algorithms for three different parameters:

1. The speciation probability ν, which is inversely proportional to the time until speciation.

2. The number of individuals J , which describes the size of the simulation domain. Since we
are subsampling the fg0size12 map, it also affects the density of individuals.

3. The number of partitions that the simulation is split into and which run in parallel.

We use the same HPC analysis setup and sweet spot configurations from section 8.4.

8.5.1 Simulation Domain and Speciation Probability

First, we analyse the single-machine scaling of all algorithms for increasing numbers of individuals,
and for decreasing speciation probabilities. This analysis includes the sequential Independent,
Classical, Gillespie and SkippingGillespie algorithms, the original necsim simulation, and the
single-GPU implementation of the Independent algorithm. Figure 8.10 plots the results of both
analyses. Note that the domain analysis is missing some results due to timeouts or RAM limits.
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Figure 8.10: Execution times for J = 106 individuals and decreasing speciation probabilities
(left), and increasing simulation domains with ν = 10−6 (right). The monolithic Skipping-

Gillespie algorithm performs best for lower ν when it can skip many events, while the
Independent algorithm on the CPU and GPU is fastest for large numbers of individuals.

In the left graph, we observe that all CPU algorithms, including the necsim simulation, display very
similar scaling for decreasing speciation probabilities. In the first of two phases, where ν ≥ 10−4,
the execution times scale approximately linearly, as getting through ν−1 steps for all individuals
dominates performance. In the second phase for ν < 10−4, the execution times grow much more
slowly as the speciation probability decreases. Now that the individuals have more time to coalesce,
the pruning of duplicate individuals (2.3, 7.1.1) offsets the longer waiting times until speciation.

Figure 8.10 also shows that the SkippingGillespie algorithm performs best for low speciation
probabilities. Since we are only simulating 0.025% of all individuals from the fg0size12 Madingley
Map, the algorithm can skip most events. On the CPU, the Independent algorithm is the second
fastest, while the Classical algorithm, the original necsim simulation, and the Gillespie algorithm
come in third to fifth, respectively. Despite its lower baseline throughput section 8.3.3, the In-
dependent algorithm performs better than the Classical variant, which may be caused by the
increased spatial locality of simulating each individual independently for several steps.

The GPU implementation of the Independent algorithm outperforms all CPU simulations for
10−6 ≤ ν ≤ 0.1 (for ν ≈ 1.0, the CUDA kernel launch overhead dominates the execution time).
However, the GPU implementation does not prune duplicate individuals as efficiently2. In fact,

2To amortise the high kernel launch costs, The GPU simulates thousands of individuals simultaneously for long step
slices (8.4.4). Therefore, it also has less frequent deduplication checks on the CPU, and deduplication lags further behind.
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since its curve never flattens, it is on track to be the slowest simulation for ν < 10−9.

The right graph in Figure 8.10 plots how the single-machine algorithms scale for a growing number
of increasingly densely packed individuals. First, we observe that the performance ranking of the
algorithms is very similar. Second, the CPU algorithms again have similar scaling behaviour. In
the first phase for J < 108, most individuals added by a higher sampling percentage coalesce
quickly. As the number of discovered species approaches the landscape’s full species richness, the
execution times also appear to converge to some upper bound. However, for J > 108, the curves’
slopes become much steeper again. In this second phase, the algorithms’ memory usage grows
significantly. While the SkippingGillespie algorithm uses 9GB to simulate J = 108 individuals,
it requires 119GB and 474GB for J = 109 and J = 4.2 · 109, respectively. By comparison, the
Independent algorithm uses 7GB, 66GB, and 256GB, respectively.

We can further observe that for larger domains, the Independent algorithm on the CPU gets
increasingly faster compared to the Classical algorithm. This finding supports our hypothesis that
the Independent algorithm benefits from its higher spatial locality. Figure 8.10 also shows that the
Independent algorithm outperforms the SkippingGillespie algorithm for J > 109. In addition to
its higher RAM usage, the SkippingGillespie struggles to skip events. When (almost) all 4.2 · 109

individuals are simulated, the model is densely populated and very few events can be skipped
(5.1, 7.3.1). Instead, the Independent algorithm’s higher throughput pays off. Finally, the Inde-
pendent algorithm on the GPU again outperforms all CPU algorithms. However, for increasingly
densely-packed individuals, the gap is shortened due to the GPU’s reduced deduplication.

There are three key findings from both of these scalability analyses:

1. The SkippingGillespie algorithm provides the fastest CPU performance in scenarios where
it can skip most events. However, it does not scale well to large simulations.

2. For large, densely populated systems, the Independent algorithm outperforms the Skip-
pingGillespie algorithm on the CPU. In future work, one could switch from the former to the
latter have both early-simulation domain scalability and late-simulation event skipping.

3. The Independent algorithm on the GPU provides the fastest algorithm for medium speciation
probabilities. However, its performance suffers when pruning duplicate individuals is crucial
for performance. Therefore, future work might investigate deduplication on the GPU itself.

8.5.2 Comparison of Parallelisation Strategies

Finally, this section compares the execution times of all monolithic and independent parallelisa-
tion strategies. The first observation is that the Lockstep, OptimisticLockstep and Optimistic
strategies (7.3.1) for the monolithic algorithms all failed to complete 108 individuals within 24h.

The approximate Averaging strategy (7.3.1), on the other hand, performs very well. The top
right plot in Figure 8.11 shows that, as expected, the SkippingGillespie algorithm is still the fastest
monolithic algorithm. Next, we analyse the parallelised Independent algorithm on the CPU using
MPI. The bottom left graph shows that adding communication and dividing the landscape such
that nearby locations are in the same partition both boost performance significantly. Third, we
compare the isolated independent batch jobs in the bottom right graph. As expected, using spatial
partitioning and running the jobs on a GPU both significantly improve performance.

The top left plot in Figure 8.11 compares the performance of the different parallelisation
strategy families, resulting in the following insights. If we only have access to a few CPU cores,
then the approximate Averaging SkippingGillespie algorithm (7.3.1) performs best. For higher
degrees of parallelism, however, the Probabilistic Independent algorithm (7.3.2) performs at least
as well. If we do not want to allocate multiple machines or require crash tolerance, the isolated
batch jobs provide a great compromise between local deduplication and inter-partition independ-
ence. They are also only two times slower than their corresponding MPI implementations. Finally,
it is also worth noting that none of the methods scales very well with the increasing parallelism
and domain decomposition. Therefore, future work should reduce the overheads of (1) individual
deduplication, (2) event reporting, and (3) communication to achieve better performance.
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parallelism for J = 108 individuals and ν = 10−6. On the CPU, the approximate averaging

SkippingGillespie algorithm performs best, while the Independent algorithm comes in second.

8.6 Biodiversity Simulation Limit Analysis

Finally, we analyse how far our project has pushed the capabilities of biodiversity simulation:

Figure 8.12 plots the performance of the Skip-
pingGillespie algorithm for very low speciation
probabilities. It shows that there is a third stage
to the scaling curve from section 8.5.1. For ν <
10−9, with the few remaining individuals failing
to coalesce towards the end, simulation times are
dominated by the speciation timescale, ν−1.

We also test how far we can now push the sim-
ulation domain. We use the fg0size8 Madingley
map, which has 7.1 · 1010 individuals, and run
isolated Independent partitions with J = 108

each on the HPC batch system. During the com-
bined replay analysis, we then count the total
and raw number of speciation events to meas-
ure the degree of duplication between parti-
tions. For J = 109, 1010 and 7.1 · 1010, this factor
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Figure 8.12: Performance limit of the
SkippingGillespie algorithm for J = 108 and

very low speciation probabilities.
rises from 164.19% to 453.93% and 1, 602.39% respectively. Despite this high redundancy, each of
the 710 partitions only takes one hour to simulate. In an HPC batch system, simulating such a
large model only takes a few hours. Since batch jobs fail independently, this approach is resilient.

So how far have we pushed the limits of the biodiversity simulation? While necsim takes more
than 48 hours to simulate 108 individuals for ν = 10−6, the SkippingGillespie algorithm takes
only one hour. We can now even simulate ν = 10−12 within just 27 hours. More importantly, the
Independent algorithm has freed us from allocating a single large cluster. Instead, we can now
use isolated batch jobs and, therefore, robustly and reproducibly scale up to any domain size.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work

9.1 Summary and Conclusions

This project set out to expand the applicability of the neutral biodiversity simulation necsim by par-
allelising it. As a first step, we have translated the classical coalescence algorithm into a Gillespie
simulation (5.1). We have also applied existing parallelisation strategies such as optimistic par-
allelism and averaging over independent subdomains (7.3.1). In particular, we show that the
Gillespie algorithm can skip some events, allowing it to excel at very low speciation probabilities
(8.5.1). However, parallelising the simulation with traditional methods has one fundamental prob-
lem. As there are data dependencies between different parallel simulation partitions, they must be
simulated concurrently and synchronise to keep a consistent global state. Therefore, we have to
allocate multiple CPUs and large amounts of RAM simultaneously.

We have reformulated the biodiversity simulation algorithm so we can simulate each individual
independently and in isolation. This concept is presented in the novel Independent algorithm (5.2),
which we implement on the CPU (7.1) and GPU (7.4). Specifically, we expand the concepts of
parallel, reproducible random number generators to a primeable RNG (5.2.1). This PRNG draws
random numbers deterministically based only on environmental factors such as an individual’s
location and time. Since the simulation requires exponentially distributed inter-event times, we
also present two methods to sample the next event time (5.2.3), which also ensure that individuals
can coalesce independently (5.2.2). We statistically validate both the PRNG and the sampling
methods in our analysis (8.2).

Our novel Independent algorithm trades off communication for redundancy. We explore this
tradeoff both for local individual deduplication (8.4.2) and global inter-partition migration (8.5.2).
While every partition can be simulated in isolation, we can also split the landscape and migrate
individuals between sub-simulations (7.3.2). During our analysis, we have found that a hybrid
model that only communicates a fraction of all migrations performs best on the CPU. Furthermore,
the GPU implementation shows the potential to outperform all other methods consistently.

Most significantly, however, the Independent algorithm can also perform partial simulations.
With this reproducibility, a simulation can be run as isolated independent batch jobs, which use
fewer resources and are scheduled more favourably on HPC systems. We have been able to simu-
late 10 simulations with 7.1 ·1010 individuals each within just a few hours. If we are only interested
in part of an ecosystem, we can now simulate just the individuals of interest whilst also maintaining
consistency with the not-yet simulated individuals. Overall, the Independent algorithm provides a
competitive performance and significant quality of life improvements to scientists, who can now
always add on just one more individual to the simulation without wasting prior computation.

This thesis set out to answer whether the saved communication costs outweigh the additional costs
of redundant computation. We have found that local individual deduplication is crucial to get a
competitive sequential performance (8.4.2). Across partitions, however, the freedom of not having
to communicate has allowed us to scale up the simulation and improve its parallel performance.
Thus, overall, communication-free parallelism is worth the redundancy.
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9.2 A Rustacean’s Advice

In this project, we have extensively used the Rust programming language to encode assumptions
in the type system. There have been several instances where the compiler helped us to catch subtle
assumption-breaking bugs. Our most prominent use of strongly typed guarantees is the simulation
component system (6.1). From the experience of designing and implementing this system, we
provide the following advice for future work:

1. The strict guarantees of a strongly typed system offer enormous flexibility to prototype com-
ponent implementations with fewer worries about forgetting to fulfil Hoare triples.

2. This design is not at all suited for prototyping, however. Instead, type guarantees should
only be introduced in fundamental parts of a system that do not change very often, as any
modification of the component system breaks the compilation of most source files.

9.3 Future Work

The necsim library (4.1), which this project is based on, includes several quality-of-life features
for ecological analysis that are not implemented in this project. Additionally, necsim also supports
temporally varying landscapes, which enables simulating gradual habitat loss. Particularly the In-
dependent algorithm could easily be adapted to extend the functionality of necsim-rust.

This thesis has introduced the novel Independent algorithm and implemented and parallelised it
on the CPU and GPU. There are several opportunities to improve its performance further:

1. Redundancy and Deduplication: The algorithm fundamentally trades off data dependen-
cies for redundancy. Both the Water-Level algorithm (7.1.2) and deduplication cache (7.1.1)
are used to locally detect redundant work. Even still, around 50% of local events are du-
plicates, and redundancy across partitions is even higher (8.6). For instance, reinforcement
learning might be used to dynamically trade off the costs and benefits of deduplication.

2. Event Reporting: Events in a parallel simulation are currently logged to disk so we can
later replay them. However, the storage footprint of dispersal events is enormous (8.2). The
reporting system could be extended to include reporters that can perform local analyses and
later combine the partial results. Pushing such commutative and associative reporters onto
the GPU could reduce data transfers (8.3.2). In general, these reporters could circumvent
most event sorting costs that limit the Independent algorithm’s performance (8.3.3).

3. Random Number Generation: The CPU and GPU currently use the same primable PRNG
(8.2.1), which is based on 64bit and 128bit integer multiplications. A GPU-specific RNG
that does not use these large emulated integer types (8.3.1) could increase the low sweet
spot thread block occupancy (8.4.4). Furthermore, it would be worth exploring if scrambled
(4.4) quasi-random number generators (2.6.2) might make the simulation converge faster.

4. Parallelisation: The component system developed for necsim-rust is built to easily support
different parallelisation strategies and backends, e.g. a multi-GPU variant.

Beyond ecology, the Independent algorithm can also be applied to several other fields such as
particle transport simulations and population genetics. In particular, Jerome Kelleher, who leads
the development of the msprime genetic simulator (4.2), and his colleague Yan Wong, have ex-
pressed an interest in collaborating to bring our algorithmic approach into msprime. This collabor-
ation would extend the application of this thesis into population genetics and biomedical research.

Most importantly, however, we hope that this project will prove helpful to conservation and en-
vironmental protection research. This Computer Science thesis has always been motivated by the
dire need to protect our environment and the species that make it habitable for us.
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Appendix A

Ethical Discussion

Preface and Project Objective

The following evaluation of Ethical Issues is based on the departmental Ethics Checklist [162]. In
particular, it only goes into detail for questions that we have not answered with ‘No’.

This project is focused on individual-based probabilistic biodiversity simulations. It uses reprodu-
cible random number generation to parallelise such a simulation efficiently. The choice of biod-
iversity simulations as a case study is not accidental. On the contrary, this project’s secondary goal
is to help ecologists and conservationists make higher-resolution predictions of biodiversity loss
more efficiently. These models are helpful both in theoretical ecology and practical conservation
work, e.g. to provide guidance such that protected areas, which are crucial to protect endangered
species, are placed most effectively.

A.6 Dual Use

Does your project have an exclusive civilian application focus?

According to an explanatory note published by the European Commission Explanatory on the
“exclusive focus on civil applications” [151], the project’s objective determines if the project has
an exclusive civilian application focus. As described in Appendix A, this project aims to aid the
civilian protection of biodiversity.

A.8 Legal Issues

Will your project use or produce software for which there are copyright li-
censing implications?

We have developed the necsim-rust simulation library and its command-line frontend, called
rustcoalescence, for this project. Both are written in the Rust Programming Language, which is
dual-licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0, and the MIT license [152]. Since the tool is
being designed to be used in active research, necsim-rust is also dual-licensed under the Apache
License, Version 2.0, and the MIT license.

At the time of writing (commit #2e352ff), the project depends on the following Rust crates, which
are sorted by their licenses:

1. 0BSD OR Apache-2.0 OR MIT (1): adler
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2. Apache-2.0 (2): clang-sys, pcg_rand

3. Apache-2.0 OR Apache-2.0 WITH LLVM-exception OR MIT (1): wasi

4. Apache-2.0 OR MIT (102): addr2line, aes, ahash, anyhow, autocfg, backtrace, base64,
bitflags, build-probe-mpi, cc, cexpr, cfg-if, cipher, cpufeatures, cuda-config, cuda-
driver-sys, custom_derive, env-logger, erased-serde, failure, failure_derive,
fallible-iterator, fallible-streaming-iterator, getrandom, gimli, glob, hashbrown,
hashlink, heck, hermit-abi, humantime, indexmap, jpeg-decoder, lazy_static, lazycell,
libc, libffi, libffi-sys, libm, log, mpi, mpi-sys, num-traits, object, once-cell,
opaque-debug, peeking_take_while, pest, pkg-config, ppv-lite86, proc-macro-error,
proc-macro-error-attr, proc-macro2, quick-error, quote, rand, rand_chacha, rand_
core, rand_hc, regex, regex-syntax, remove_dir_all, ron, rustacuda, rustacuda_core,
rustacuda_derive, rustc-demangle, rustc-hash, rustc_version, semver, semver-parser,
serde, serde_derive, serde_derive_state, serde_path_to_error, serde_state, shlex,
smallvec, structopt, structopt-derive, syn, tempfile, thiserror, thiserror-impl,
toml, thread_local, toml, tynm, typed-builder, typenum, ucd-trie, unicode-
segmentation, unicode-width, unicode-xid, vcpkg, vec_map, version_check, weezl,
winapi, winapi-i686-pc-windows-gnu, winapi-x86_64-pc-windows-gnu, wyhash

5. Apache-2.0 OR MIT OR Zlib (1): miniz_oxide

6. BSD-3-Clause (1): bindgen

7. BSL-1.0 (1): xxhash-rust

8. CC0-1.0 (1): abort_on_panic

9. ISC (1): libloading

10. LGPL-3.0 (1): priority-queue

11. MIT (24): ansi_term, array2d, atty, bincode, byte-unit, clap, conv, float_next_after,
generic-array, libsqlite3-sys, make-cmd, memoffset, nom, ptx-builder, redox_syscall,
rusqlite, seahash, slab, strsim, synstructure, textwrap, tiff, utf8-width, which

12. MIT OR Unlicense (5): aho-corasick, byteorder, memchr, termcolor, winapi-util

13. MPL-2.0 (2): colored, contracts

14. N/A (1): mpi-derive (part of the rsmpi package that is licensed using Apache-2.0 OR MIT)

15. Zlib (1): nanorand

Furthermore, if the CLI rustcoalescence is compiled with support for CUDA (by enabling the
rustcoalescence-algorithms-cuda feature flag), the tool is also dynamically linked with the
local CUDA driver. If the CLI is compiled with MPI support (by enabling the necsim-partitioning
-mpi feature flag), the tool is also dynamically linked with the local MPI installation.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no licensing conflict.
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Appendix B

Analytical solutions for three
Neutral scenarios

The Neutral Theory of Biodiversity [2] can be used to describe several model scenarios. Ecologists
have developed species-area relationships (SARs) to describe how the species richness of a land-
scape depends on its area. In this section, we summarise three scenarios and their (sometimes
approximate) analytical solutions [27]. We use the following list of symbols:

• S is the steady-state species richness of the scenario.

• A is the area of the landscape that the individuals live on.

• ρ is the density of individuals living in one unit area. It is assumed to be constant over the
landscape for the scenarios that we describe.

• ν is the per-capita per-generation speciation probability.

• J = ρA is the size of the community of individuals.

• ψ0(z) is the digamma function.

B.1 Non-Spatial

The non-spatial scenario describes a closed and well-mixed community of individuals, e.g. an
island. Dispersal inside this community is homogeneous, i.e. the dispersal kernel is the uniform
distribution over all possible locations. The following exact analytical solution exists to calculate
the species richness in this scenario [154, Eq. 7][27, Eq. 1]:

S(A) = θ(A) · (ψ0(θ(A) + J)− ψ0(θ(A))) (B.1)

where θ(A) = (J−1)·ν
1−ν

1, as defined by Vallade and Houchmandzadeh [154]. θ(A) is confusingly
named the same as Hubbell’s fundamental biodiversity number, which is defined as θ = 2Jν [2,
p. 126]. In the limit of large J and small ν, 2 · θ(A) approximates Hubbell’s θ. For consistency, we
do not use Hubbell’s θ 2.

Rosindell and Chisholm have shown that the non-spatial species richness can also be approx-
imated with its limit under large θ(A) [27, Eq. 2]:

S(A) ∼ θ(A) · log

(
1

ν

)
(B.2)

1Note that (J − 1) implies that a child can never replace its parent directly. If replacement is allowed, (J) must be used
instead.

2Interestingly, Hubbel showed that in the limit of large J , θ is asymptotically identical to Fisher’s α [156], a crucial
biodiversity index [2, p. 126].
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B.1.1 Protracted Speciation

In most neutral models, including the non-spatial scenario, speciation is modelled as an instant-
aneous point process, meaning every speciation event creates a new and unique species. Con-
sequently, the present state might contain some very young species, which only consist of a small
number of individuals.

Rosindell et al. addressed this limitation of point mutation speciation by introducing protracted
speciation [28]. With protracted speciation, the speciation process is instead assumed to take τ
generations to complete. Specifically, a lineage must survive for at least τ generations after a
speciation event for the speciation to be counted. Therefore, speciation events that would occur
between present-time t0 and t−τ can be ignored as they would not have had time to complete.

To calculate the species richness in this scenario, we can reuse the non-spatial formula Equa-
tion (B.1) and rescale ν to ν′ = µ

1+τ . Here, µ is the original speciation probability, now called
speciation-initiation probability.

B.2 Spatially Implicit

The spatially implicit scenario expands the non-spatial model by adding migration. There now is
a small local community of size J and a larger metacommunity of size Jm. The primary source of
biodiversity in the local community is migration from the metacommunity. The migration probab-
ility function m(A) describes the per capita probability that migration from the metacommunity
to the local community occurs. As this migration is assumed to dominate speciation, speciation
is ignored in the local community, i.e. νl = 0 [27]. The species richness of the spatially implicit
scenario can be calculated as [29, 153]:

S(A) = θ ·

−ψ0(θ) +
1

(γ(A))J

J∑
j=0

| s(J, j) | (γ(A))jψ0(J + θ)

 (B.3)

where γ(A) = (J−1)·m(A)
1−m(A) , θ = (Jm−1)·νm

1−νm , s(n,m) is a Stirling number of the first kind and (a)n is
a Pochhammer symbol.

This formula can be approximated for computational efficiency under the assumption that the
number of lineages, i.e. the number of original ancestors, on the local community is constant at
the equilibrium [29, Eq. 2.5]:

S(A) = θ · (ψ0 (θ + γ(A) · (ψ0(γ(A) + J)− ψ0(γ(A))))− ψ0(θ)) (B.4)

Rosindell and Chisholm have shown that this formula can again be approximated by its limit in the
case of high diversity [27, Eq. 8]:

S(A) ∼ θ · log

(
1− γ(A)

θ
· log(m(A))

)
(B.5)

In the case where m(A) → 1, the spatially implicit model can be thought of as a random sample
of J migrations from the metacommunity. In that case, the local biodiversity is expected to be [27,
Eq. 9]:

S(A) ∼ θ · log

(
1 +

J − 1

θ

)
(B.6)

B.3 Spatially Explicit

The neutral model can also describe spatially explicit scenarios in which the individual’s behaviour
is affected by its location on the landscape. This scenario requires an explicit description of habitat
distribution and the dispersal kernel across the landscape. The analytical solutions of the previous
two scenarios have calculated the species richness on an island. In the spatially explicit scenario
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with an infinite landscape, we now have to introduce a small survey area A – only the present-time
species identities of individuals in the sample area count towards the sampled biodiversity.

If the size of the entire landscape AL →∞, ρ = 1 3, and dispersal occurs according to a normal
distribution N2(0, σ2), then there exists the following SAR [155]:

S(A) = Scontig(A, ν, σ
2) ∼ σ2 ·Ψ

(
A

σ2
, ν

)
(B.7)

where Ψ(A∗, ν) is the Preston function. The Preston function is defined as the “SAR for contigu-
ous circular sample areas taken from an infinite world whose dynamics follow a non-zero-sum
version of the spatial neutral model [...], with a bivariate normal dispersal kernel having σ = 1”
[27], which can be evaluated using a coalescence-based simulation of the spatially explicit neutral
model. There also exists the following approximation to the Preston function [155]:

Ψ(A∗, ν) ≈ νeffA∗ +
2π
√

A∗

π (1− νeff )I1

(√
A∗

π

)
1√
veff

I1

(√
A∗

π

) K0

(√
veffA

∗

π

)
K1

(√
veffA

∗

π

) + I0

(√
A∗

π

) (B.8)

where νeff =
ν·log( 1

ν )
1−ν , and Ii(z) and Ki(z) are the modified Bessel functions.

The spatially explicit scenario can further be expanded by considering habitat loss and frag-
mentation. First, there is the case where habitat has been removed randomly, such that only
h = Ae

Amax
of the focal area Amax remains habitable, which is Ae. If h = 100%, i.e. no habitat

was lost, the average distance between adjacent habitable cells remains 1. Otherwise, it shrinks

to
√

Ae
Amax

. We can think about the remaining habitat as dots on a balloon. If the balloon is
compressed, the dots come closer together, and dispersal on the balloon scales proportionally.
Thompson, Chisholm and Rosindell have shown how to apply the spatially explicit formula using
this metaphor [1, p. 2090]:

Srandom(Amax, Ae, ν, σ
2) = Scontig(Ae, ν,

Ae
Amax

σ2) ∼ Ae
Amax

σ2 ·Ψ
(
Amax
σ2

, ν

)
(B.9)

For the other case, where habitat loss has not been uniform, Thompson, Chisholm and Rosindell
introduced the effective connectivity metric c2e = h · σ2

e which replaces σ2 [1, p. 2090]:

Scontig(Ae, ν, c
2
e) ∼ c2e ·Ψ

(
Ae
c2e
, ν

)
(B.10)

where σ2
e is the mean effective dispersal over the landscape. σ2

e can be estimated as σ2
e ≈ µ2

n · 2
n·π

where µ2
n is the mean dispersal distance after n normal dispersal jumps on the landscape. In

practice, µ2
n can be calculated by averaging over many random dispersal walks from different

locations on the landscape with n = ν−1. On an (almost) continuous landscape with h → 1,
σ2
e → σ2 of the Gaussian dispersal kernel. On an island, where the continuous formula does not

apply, σ2
e → 0 as the island gets smaller.

Thompson, Chisholm and Rosindell have also shown that the random uniform habitat loss
represents the best-case scenario for biodiversity loss with the same h [1, p. 2093].

3ρ = 1 is without loss of generality: as long as ρ = const., the coordinate system of the landscape can simply be rescaled.
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Appendix C

Sampling Probability Distributions

Section 2.6 has summarised how random integers can be generated. This part discusses how we
can transform a random bitstring into a standard uniform U(0, 1), and how we can sample the
U(a, b), Exp(λ), Geo(p), Poi(λ) and N(µ, σ2) distributions1.

C.1 Standard Uniform in IEEE 754 Floating point

Random number generators, especially pseudo-random generators, usually produce random fixed-
length bitstrings. The IEEE 754 standard [157] defines the floating-point format, which is used
by most computers today. For simplicity, we assume that our RNG produces 64 random bits and
that the U(0, 1) sample is returned in 64-bit double-precision. However, this procedure can also be
generalised and applied to other formats.

IEEE 754 double-precision floating point-numbers consist of one sign bit, eleven exponent bits,
and 53 mantissa (digits after the binary point) bits, one of which is implicit [157]. The xoshiro /
xoroshiro RNG generates uniform samples by only filling the mantissa with 53 random bits [158]:

static inline double to_uniform(uint64_t x) {
return (x >> 11) * 0x1.0p-53

}

This conversion produces values in {0, 1
253 , ...,

253−1
253 }, i.e. [0, 1) approximately. While this algorithm

runs in O(1), it is important to note that it does not sample all available floating point values in
[0, 1], which would require O(2|exponent|) [159].

C.2 Inverse Transform: Uniform and Exponential

Given a probability distribution X with cdf FX(x), the inverse transform method can be used to
sample X using only one standard uniform sample U ∼ U(0, 1) [145, pp. 28-19]:

X = F−1X (U) (C.1)

In practice, the inverse transform method is only used when the inverse of the cdf, F−1x , can be
calculated easily. This is the case for the uniform U(a, b) and exponential Exp(λ) distributions:

FU(a,b)(x) =


0 for x ≤ a
x−a
b−a for a ≤ x ≤ b
1 for x ≥ b

F−1U(a,b)(u) = a+ (b− a) · u

(C.2)

1We do not cover rejection sampling [161] in this appendix.
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FExp(λ)(x) = 1− e−λ·x

F−1Exp(λ)(u) = − log(u)

λ

(C.3)

We can also use the fact that Geo(p) = bExp(− log(1− p))c (2.5.2) to sample the geometric distri-
bution using the exponential distribution.

C.3 Iterative Sampling: Geometric and Poisson

The Geometric distribution Geo(p) describes the number of times a Bernoulli trial B(p) fails before
its first success. A trivial method to sample Geo(p) involves simply counting the number of standard
uniforms Ui that have to be drawn until Ui ≤ p [145, p. 498]. The constant-time approach
discussed above in Appendix C.2 can also be used instead.

Similarly, we can also sample the Poisson distribution Poi(λ) in O(Poi(λ)) time using iteration.
Since the inter-event times of a homogeneous Poisson process are exponentially distributed (2.5.2),
we can count the number of Xi ∼ Exp(λ) that have to be summed up until

∑
i=1Xi ≥ 1 [145,

p. 503]. If Exp(λ) is sampled using the inverse transform, the repeated evaluation of the logarithm
can be avoided and replaced with one exponential function [145, p. 504]:∑

i=1

Exp(λ) =
∑
i=1

− log(Ui)

λ
= −

∑
i=1 log(Ui)

λ
= −

log(
∏
i=1 Ui)

λ
≥ 1

or equivalently
∏
i=1

Ui ≤ e−λ
(C.4)

Devroye further optimised the sampling by linearly searching over the Poisson distribution’s cdf.
This inverse-transfrom variant only requires one standard uniform sample [145, p. 505]:

1 def sample_poisson(lambda):
2 X = 0
3

4 U = U(0, 1); acc = exp(-lambda); prod = acc
5

6 while U > acc:
7 X += 1
8

9 prod *= lambda / X; acc += prod
10

11 return X

C.4 Box-Muller Transform: Normal Distribution

In 1958, Box and Muller presented a simple transformation to calculate two independent standard
normal variables, X1 and X2, using two standard uniforms, U1 and U2 [160]:

X1 =
√
−2 · log(U1) · cos(2πU2)

X2 =
√
−2 · log(U1) · sin(2πU2)

(C.5)

While X1, X2 ∼ N(0, 1), both standard normal random variables can easily be transformed to
sample any normal distribution [145, p. 379]:

N(µ, σ2) = σ · N(0, 1) + µ (C.6)
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Appendix D

Rust’s Basic Type System Syntax

Rust is a statically typed language that statically enforces its type system at compile time. The type
system is split up into primitive and custom types. Scalar types are primitive single-value types
which store:

• integers: u8, i8, u16, i16, u32, i32, u64, i64, usize, isize

• floating point numbers: f32, f64

• booleans: bool

• Unicode characters: char

• unit type: () (similar to void)
In addition to scalar types, there are also four primitive compound types. Arrays [T; N] are a
contiguous list of N elements of the same type T. Subsequences of arrays can be referenced using
the slice type &[T]. The string slice &str is a special case of this slice type. Last but not least, there
are also tuple types such as (T, U, V).

Rust also provides three forms of custom types. Structures are structured compound types that
can either be unit structs, (named) tuple structs, or C-like structs:

1 // A unit struct which does not contain any data
2 struct UnitStruct;
3

4 // A (named) tuple struct. In contrast to an unnamed tuple, we can implement
5 // methods on this type.
6 struct TupleStruct(u32, f32, bool);
7

8 // A classical C-like struct with fields `primitive`, `unit` and `compound`.
9 struct CLikeStruct {

10 primitive: char,
11 unit: UnitStruct,
12 compound: TupleStruct,
13 }

Furthermore, Rust has both safe union types, called enumerations, and C-like unions. Enumer-
ations store their discriminant and only allow access to the variant which is stored. In contrast,
unions can be interpreted as any of the possible variants 1.

1 // An enumeration of value-less variants
2 enum Colours {
3 Yellow,

1This reinterpretation is only possible in unsafe Rust code, which is an extension to the Rust language that allows low-
level operations that the compiler cannot statically verify. Unsafe Rust code must be wrapped in unsafe { ... } code
blocks. Unsafe code is usually hidden behind user-facing safe interfaces, which establish the safety of an operation.
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4 White,
5 Purple,
6 Black
7 }
8

9 // An enumeration of structured variants
10 enum Event {
11 Speciation,
12 Dispersal {
13 target: Location,
14 coalescence: Option<Lineage>,
15 }
16 }
17

18 // A C-like union that stores any of three variants
19 union UnsafeCLikeUnion {
20 variant_a: u32,
21 variant_b: f32,
22 variant_c: char,
23 }
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Memory Safety in Rust

One of the primary design goals of the Rust Programming Language is memory safety. Rust
achieves this goal by introducing a strict value ownership and borrowing system that is enforced
by the compiler. Jung et al. have developed a formal and machine-checked safety proof of this
system for a subset of the Rust language [69, 68].

E.1 Ownership

In Rust, a value can only be owned by one part of the code at once. Therefore, Rust distinguishes
between copying and moving a value. A value of type T can only be copied implicitly if T satisfies
the Copy trait, i.e. T: Copy. Otherwise, the value must be moved to give ownership of the value to
a different part in the code. After moving a value, it is no longer accessible in the original location:

1 // A simple function which requires ownership of `value`
2 fn use_colour(value: Colour) {
3 // This function now has ownership of `value`
4 ...
5 // `value` goes out of scope and is dropped
6 }
7

8 fn main() {
9 // Create an owned colour value

10 let value = Colour::Yellow;
11

12 // Move `value` into the `use_colour` function
13 use_colour(value);
14 // `value` is no longer accessible at this point
15 }

The Rust compiler can prove which part of the code owns a value at any point. Therefore, it can
insert the necessary deallocation code when the value goes out of scope and is dropped. Con-
sequently, Rust does not require a garbage collector to clean up values when they are no longer
used.

E.2 Borrowing

Rust also supports lending borrows of a value to other code locations without changing the value’s
ownership. A value can either be borrowed mutably (&mut T) once or immutably aliased (&T)
many times. This mutual exclusion means that there is always at most one location in the code that
is allowed to modify a value, while many locations can have read-only references. Furthermore,
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a value can only be modified (or mutably borrowed) iff there are no immutable borrows of this
value. These borrowing rules ensure that there is either mutability or aliasing. Therefore, code
using immutable references can rely on the immutability of the values behind the references. For
instance, we can look at the following simplified example:

1 // Create an owned mutable vector (growable array) of integers
2 let mut numbers: Vec<u8> = vec![3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 7];
3

4 // Borrow `numbers` mutably in this line to modify the first element
5 numbers[5] = 9;
6

7 // Create an immutable reference to the third element
8 let my_number: &u8 = numbers[2];
9 // Create an immutable reference to the first element

10 let my_other_number: &u8 = numbers[0];
11

12 // COMPILER ERROR: cannot borrow `numbers` mutably while
13 // it is also borrowed immutably
14 numbers[2] = 27;
15

16 // Use the immutable reference `my_number`
17 println!("My number is {}", my_number);

In addition to the strictly compile-time enforced borrow rules, Rust also provides the RefCell<T>
helper struct in its standard library, which can check the borrowing rules dynamically at runtime.

E.3 Lifetimes

Let us now consider the case where we have to lend out a reference to another piece of code.
How can we ensure that the value behind the reference is not destroyed while the reference is still
in use? How can we avoid dangling references? Lifetimes are the final building block to ensure
memory safety in this case. In Rust, the compiler tags every reference with the lifetime span of the
underlying value. The compiler then enforces that a reference cannot outlive its value, i.e. that a
reference cannot be used or stored beyond its lifetime and that the owner cannot destroy the value
during the lifetime. Lifetimes are also used to check if mutable and immutable borrows overlap.
Recently, the Rust compiler has been able to elide, i.e. infer, most reference lifetimes automatically.
However, the programmer is always able to specify them explicitly to help the compiler prove
memory safety:

1 // A generic struct that contains an immutable reference to a `Vec<T>`:
2 // `vector` is an immutable reference with a lifetime named `a`
3 // `BorrowedVec` is generic over the lifetime 'a, which means that it
4 // must not outlive 'a so that `vector` does not outlive 'a
5 struct BorrowedVec<'a, T> {
6 vector: &'a Vec<T>
7 }
8

9 fn main() {
10 // Create an owned immutable vector of integers
11 let vector = vec![1, 2, 3, 4, 5];
12

13 // Create a `BorrowedVec` that must not outlive `vector`
14 let borrowed_vec = BorrowedVec {
15 vector: &vector
16 };
17
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18 // Explicitly drop the `vector` and terminate its lifetime
19 std::mem::drop(vector);
20

21 // COMPILER ERROR: `borrowed_vec` contains a reference to `vector`
22 // and must not outlive `vector`.
23 println!("The 1st number of vector is {}", borrowed_vec.vector[0]);
24 }

Rust also contains a special 'static lifetime that is given to references that are valid for the entire
duration of a program. For instance, string literals such as "Hello world!" have the explicit type
signature &'static str.

E.4 Fearless Concurrency

The Rust language has chosen message passing as its primary programming model for concur-
rency [148, ch. 16-02]. The Rust compiler enforces the borrowing rules across threads using the
following automatically derived traits [149, ch. 8.2]:

1. Send is required for a value of type T to be sent to another thread. T can only be Send iff all
of its components implement Send. While almost all Rust types do, the non-atomic reference
counter Rc<T>, for instance, implements !Send.

2. Sync is required for an immutable reference of type &T to be shared between multiple threads.
T can only be Sync iff &T implements Send. While most Rust types are Sync, some are not.
For instance, UnsafeCell<T>, which is Rust’s helper type to implement interior mutability, is
Send + !Sync, while Rc<T> is !Send + !Sync.

Rust labels its model as “Fearless Concurrency” [148, ch. 16] precisely because of the safety guar-
antees that message passing using the Send and Sync traits provide in safe Rust code.
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Appendix F

CUDA Resources and Memory
Hierarchy

All threads inside a thread block share a fixed allocation of resources, including the register file,
L1 cache and shared memory [83, p. 106]. Thus, if a CUDA kernel requires a vast number of
registers or shared memory, the entire thread block might exceed the available resources. It then
has to be split up into multiple sequential executions, which decreases the GPU occupancy, i.e. the
percentage of utilised compute units.

Thread Grid

Thread Block (1,0,0)Thread Block (0,0,0)

Thread (0,0,0) Thread (1,0,0)

Registers Registers

(Banked) Shared Memory

 
 
 

Global 
Memory

Local Memory Local Memory

Thread (0,0,0) Thread (1,0,0)

Registers Registers

(Banked) Shared Memory

Local Memory Local Memory

Constant Memory

Texture Memory

L1 Cache L1 Cache

L2 Cache

NVIDA GPUCUDA capable CPU

RAM

Kernel Lauch

Thread Grid

Thread Grid

CUDA Driver

Figure F.1: Overview of CUDA’s logical architecture, memory hierarchy and kernel launch
dimensions. Compute tasks are divided into a grid of blocks of threads. Within each block, all

threads share the same register file, shared memory and L1 cache.

As Figure F.1 shows, CUDA contains a more extensive and specialised memory hierarchy than
CPUs, though both have registers and on-chip L1 caches [83, p. 2, 106, 311, 320, 324]. There
is also a small amount of on-chip shared memory that all threads in a block can access. It uses
a banked design that is highly optimised for the case where all 32 threads in a warp access or
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modify adjacent memory locations1. Shared memory performance is optimal when the requested
addresses do not conflict in their bank index as conflicting accesses have to be serialised. If all
threads read the same value, only one thread reads and then broadcasts it [83, pp. 115-116].

The off-chip L2 cache, which is shared between all thread blocks, comes next in the memory
hierarchy [83, p. 2, 311, 315, 319]. It caches both local and global memory accesses. While
local memory is private to each thread, it is also located off-chip despite its misleading name. It
is often used to spill registers or place stack-allocated arrays that need to be indexed dynamically
[83, p. 115]. Global memory uses the same physical backing storage but is globally accessible to
all threads and the CPU. Global memory access is optimised for coalesced access on the GPU, i.e.
when all threads of a warp request a continuous range of memory at once. Otherwise, the access
is split up as necessary, which in the worst case means that every thread requires its own memory
transaction, thereby reducing the instruction throughput [83, pp. 113-114].

Finally, there are constant memory, as well as texture and surface memory spaces on the GPU.
Constant memory is read-only while a kernel is running. If all threads access the same address in
constant memory, the access time can be amortised to perform almost as fast as register access.
However, any other access patterns have to be executed sequentially [83, p. 116]. Texture and
surface memory are laid out to store 1D/2D/3D images that are accessed with spatial locality [83,
p. 116]. Furthermore, specialised texture memory access routines offer additional functionality
such as floating-point coordinate addressing, wrapping, and interpolation [83, p. 10].

1The cudaFuncSetSharedMemConfig API function can be used to set the bank size to four or eight bytes iff the GPU
does not use a fixed bank size [150, pp. 105-106].
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Simulation Algorithm Pseudo-Code

G.1 The Independent Water-Level Algorithm

1 def simulate_independent_waterlevel(event_buffer_size, landscape, rng, reporter):
2 # Slow individuals are below the water level, fast ones are above it
3 slow_individuals = landscape.generate_current_population()
4 fast_individuals = []
5

6 event_buffer = []
7

8 water_level = 0.0
9

10 while len(slow_individuals) > 0:
11 # Increase the water level s.t. on average event_buffer_size events
12 # are produced between each water level rise
13 water_level -= event_buffer_size / landscape.total_event_rate(individuals)
14

15 while len(slow_individuals) > 0:
16 # Simulate the individual until it has either finished, or
17 # its next event would be above the water level
18 simulated_individual = independent_algorithm(
19 slow_individuals.pop(), rng, landscape,
20 reporter=event_buffer.append,
21 early_stop=(-next_event >= -water_level),
22 )
23

24 if not simulated_individual.has_speciated():
25 fast_individuals.append(simulated_individual)
26

27 # Sort and report all events below the water level
28 for event in sorted(event_buffer.drain()):
29 reporter.report(event)
30

31 slow_individuals = fast_individuals
32 fast_individuals = []
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G.2 The “Next-Reaction” Gillespie Algorithm

1 def initialise_gillespie(simulation, rng):
2 event_queue = PriorityQueue()
3

4 # Submit the initial event times at all locations
5 for location, deme in (
6 simulation.landscape.generate_current_population_locations()
7 ):
8 event_queue.push(
9 -rng.exp(simulation.landscape.lambda(location) * len(deme)),

10 location, deme,
11 )
12

13 return event_queue
14

15 def simulate_gillespie(event_queue, landscape, rng, reporter):
16 while len(event_queue) > 0:
17 event_time, location, deme = event_queue.pop()
18

19 # Select one individual at random in the deme of the next event
20 individual = deme.remove(rng.randint(len(deme)))
21

22 # Re-enqueue the remaining deme with its next event time
23 if len(deme) > 0:
24 event_queue.push(
25 event_time - rng.exp(
26 landscape.lambda(location) * len(deme)
27 ), location, deme,
28 )
29

30 # Sample and report the individual's next event
31 if rng.sample_random_event(landscape.nu(location)):
32 reporter.report(event_time, individual.speciate())
33 else:
34 individual.disperse(landscape, rng)
35

36 parent = landscape.individual_at(individual.location, individuals)
37

38 # Check for coalescence with another individual
39 if parent is not None:
40 reporter.report(time, individual.coalescence(parent))
41 else:
42 reporter.report(time, individual.move())
43

44 # Get the next event deme at the dispersal target
45 _, _, deme = event_queue.remove(individual.location)
46 deme.push(individual)
47

48 # Re-enqueue the enlarged deme with its next event time
49 event_queue.push(
50 event_time - rng.exp(
51 landscape.lambda(location) * len(deme)
52 ), individual.location, deme,
53 )
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G.3 The Classical Coalescence Algorithm

1 def initialise_classical(simulation):
2 return simulation.landscape.generate_current_population()
3

4 def simulate_classical(individuals, time, landscape, rng, reporter):
5 while len(individuals) > 0:
6 # Sample the time of the next event (assuming a constant event rate)
7 time -= rng.exp(landscape.lambda * len(individuals))
8

9 # Sample the next individual uniformly (event rate is homogeneous)
10 individual = individuals.remove(rng.randint(len(individuals)))
11

12 # Sample and report the individual's next event
13 if rng.sample_random_event(landscape.nu(individual.location)):
14 reporter.report(time, individual.speciate())
15 else:
16 individual.disperse(landscape, rng)
17

18 parent = landscape.individual_at(individual.location, individuals)
19

20 # Check for coalescence with another individual
21 if parent is not None:
22 reporter.report(time, individual.coalescence(parent))
23 else:
24 reporter.report(time, individual.move())
25

26 individuals.append(individual)

G.4 The Monolithic Lockstep Algorithm

1 def simulate_monolithic_lockstep(simulation, parallelism, event_log):
2 # Initialise the monolithic algorithm task list assigned to this partition
3 tasks = initialise_monolithic(
4 simulation.landscape, simulation.rng, parallelism.rank()
5 )
6

7 # Synchronise and loop while the simulation has not finished globally
8 while not parallelism.all_done(len(tasks)):
9 next_event = simulation.peek_next_event_time(tasks)

10

11 # Only the partition with the next event simulates the next step
12 if parallelism.vote_min(next_event):
13 simulate_monolithic(
14 tasks, simulation.landscape, simulation.rng,
15 reporter=event_log,
16 early_stop=(-last_event >= -next_event),
17 )
18

19 # Migrate individuals between partitions synchronously
20 parallelism.perform_emigrations(simulation.emigrations())
21 simulation.immigrate(parallelism.immigrations(), tasks)
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G.5 The Monolithic Optimistic Algorithm

1 def simulate_monolithic_optimistic(
2 delta_sync, simulation, parallelism, event_log
3 ):
4 # Initialise the monolithic algorithm task list assigned to this partition
5 tasks = initialise_monolithic_tasks(
6 simulation.landscape, simulation.rng, parallelism.rank()
7 )
8

9 safe_time = 0.0
10

11 # Synchronise and loop while the simulation has not finished globally
12 while not parallelism.all_done(len(tasks)):
13 # Advance the globally synchronised safe time and create a backup
14 safe_time -= delta_sync
15 backup = tasks, simulation
16

17 immigration_buffer = []
18

19 while True:
20 event_buffer = []
21

22 # Simulate this partition independently until the next safe point
23 simulate_monolithic(
24 tasks, simulation.landscape, simulation.rng,
25 reporter=event_buffer.append,
26 early_stop=(-next_event >= -safe_time),
27 )
28

29 # Migrate individuals between partitions synchronously
30 parallelism.perform_emigrations(simulation.emigrations())
31 immigrations = parallelism.immigrations()
32

33 # Simulation was successful if all immigrations were expected
34 if parallelism.vote_and(immigrations == immigration_buffer):
35 break
36

37 # Rollback the simulation to the last safe backup
38 tasks, simulation = backup.clone()
39

40 # Integrate the known immigrations into the simulation
41 immigration_buffer = immigrations
42 simulation.preregister_immigrations(immigration_buffer)
43

44 # Report the buffered events up until the successful new safe point
45 for event in event_buffer.drain():
46 event_log.report(event)
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Appendix H

rustcoalescence Example Usages

H.1 Selecting the Simulation Scenario

H.1.1 The Non-Spatial Model

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
speciation: 0.001, /* speciation probability */
sample: 1.0, /* percentage of individuals that are simulated */
seed: 42,

algorithm: Classical(),

scenario: NonSpatial(
area: (100, 100), /* in a non-spatial model, only */
deme: 10, /* `area.0 * area.1 * deme` matters */

),

reporters: [ Plugin(
library: "libnecsim_plugins_common.so",
reporters: [ Biodiversity() ],

) ],
)'

H.1.2 The Spatially Implicit Model with a Static Metacommunity

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
speciation: 0.1, /* migration probability */
sample: 1.0,
seed: 42,

...

reporters: [ Plugin(
library: "libnecsim_plugins_metacommunity.so",
reporters: [ Metacommunity(

metacommunity: Finite(<METACOMMUNITY>),
seed: 42,

) ],
) ],

)'
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> INFO: There were <MIGRATIONS> migrations to <ANCESTORS> ancestors on a finite
> metacommunity of size <METACOMMUNITY> during the simulation.

The rustcoalescence tool does not implement a static metacommunity itself. However, the
Metacommunity analysis reporter plugin can be used on any scenario to measure the number of mi-
grations. Then, we can simulate a non-spatial scenario with the size of the metacommunity. To get
the final overall biodiversity, we only have to sample as many individuals in the metacommunity
as there are immigrant ancestors.

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
speciation: 0.001, /* metacommunity speciation */
sample: <ANCESTORS / METACOMMUNITY>,
seed: 42,

algorithm: Classical(),

scenario: NonSpatial(
area: (1, 1),
deme: <METACOMMUNITY>,

),

reporters: [ Plugin(
library: "libnecsim_plugins_common.so",
reporters: [ Biodiversity() ],

) ],
)'

> INFO: The simulation resulted in a biodiversity of <BIODIVERSITY> unique
> species.

H.1.3 The Spatially Implicit Model with a Dynamic Metacommunity

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
speciation: 0.001, /* metacommunity speciation */
sample: 1.0,
seed: 42,

algorithm: Classical(),

scenario: SpatiallyImplicit(
local_area: (100, 100),
local_deme: 10,
meta_area: (<METACOMMUNITY>, 1),
meta_deme: 1,
migration: 0.1, /* migration probability */

),

reporters: [ Plugin(
library: "libnecsim_plugins_common.so",
reporters: [ Biodiversity() ],

) ],
)'

> INFO: The simulation resulted in a biodiversity of <BIODIVERSITY> unique
> species.
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H.1.4 The Spatially Explicit Model

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
scenario: AlmostInfinite(

radius: 564,
sigma: 10.0,

),
...

)'

H.1.5 Spatially Explicit Scenario with Maps

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
scenario: SpatiallyExplicit(

habitat: "maps/madingley/fg0size8/habitat.tif",
dispersal: "maps/madingley/fg0size8/dispersal.tif",

),
...

)'

H.2 Selecting the Algorithm

H.2.1 The Monolithic Algorithms

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: Classical() / Gillespie() / SkippingGillespie(),
...

)'

H.2.2 The Independent Algorithm on the CPU

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: Independent(

delta_t: 2.0,
step_slice: 10,
dedup_cache: Relative(factor: 1.0),
parallelism_mode: Monolithic(event_slice: 1000000),

),
...

)'

H.2.3 The Independent Algorithm on a CUDA GPU

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: CUDA(

device: 0,
ptx_jit: true,
block_size: 64,
grid_size: 64,
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delta_t: 2.0,
step_slice: 10,
dedup_cache: Relative(factor: 1.0),
parallelism_mode: Monolithic(event_slice: 1000000),

),
...

)'

H.3 Selecting the Parallelisation Strategy

H.3.1 The Monolithic Algorithms, e.g. using MPI

The Lockstep / OptimisticLockstep Strategies

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: SkippingGillespie(

parallelism_mode: Lockstep / OptimisticLockstep,
),

log: "event-log",
...

)'

The Optimistic / Averaging Strategies

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: SkippingGillespie(

parallelism_mode: Optimistic(delta_sync: 20.0) /
Averaging(delta_sync: 1.0),

),

log: "event-log",
...

)'

H.3.2 The Independent Algorithm on the CPU

Parallelism with Synchronisation, e.g. using MPI

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: Independent(

...,
parallelism_mode: Probabilistic(communication: 0.25),

),

log: "event-log",
...

)'
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Parallelism with Isolated Batches

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: Independent(

...,
parallelism_mode: IsolatedLandscape(

event_slice: 1000000,
partition: Partition(rank: 2, partitions: 8),

),
),

log: "event-log",
...

)'

H.3.3 The Independent Algorithm on a CUDA GPU

Parallelism with Isolated Batches

:~$ rustcoalescence simulate '(
...
algorithm: CUDA(

...,
parallelism_mode: IsolatedLandscape(

event_slice: 1000000,
partition: Partition(rank: 2, partitions: 8),

),
),

log: "event-log",
...

)'

H.4 Replaying a recorded Event Log

H.4.1 Replaying the Full Event Log

:~$ rustcoalescence replay '(
logs: [ "event-log/*/*" ],

reporters: [ Plugin(
library: "libnecsim_plugins_common.so",
reporters: [ Biodiversity() ],

) ],
)'

H.4.2 Replaying a Partial Event Log

:~$ rustcoalescence replay '(
logs: [ "event-log/0/*", "event-log/2/6", "event-log/82/*" ],

reporters: [ ... ],
)'
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